Don Bolles Lovej oy Reci pient
The late Donald F. Bolles, investigative
reporter for the Arizona Republic will be honored November 17 as the 25th recipient of
Colby's Elijah Parish Lovejoy Award. The
award is given annually in honor of America's
first "martyr to freedom of the press.
Bolles is the first posthumous recipient.
R obert W. Green, Suffolk editor of Newsday (L.I.), will deliver the convocation address.
Greene headed a team of reporters which investigated organized crime in Arizona.
Bolles died June 13, 1976 , after an 11-day
battle to survive critical injuries inflicted June 2
by an assassin's bomb. His death at age 47
brou ght outrage and expressions of shock and sorrow f r om his f ellow workers, civic and government
leade rs , former President Ford, and private citizens.
One reporter's tribute recalled that when- .
ever Bolles was on the job, news always seemed
to turn up. . "The fact of the matter is that
the news was always there, but it took someone
of Don Bolles's skills to know it, to ferret it out ,
and report it."
Acknowledged to be one of the best investigative reporters in the state of Arizona,Bolles
earned praise and recognition for stories on organized crime, and white collar and political corruption. He recieved a Pulitzer Prize nomination
in 1965 and the Arizona Press Club's Virg Hill
Newsman of the Year in 1974-.
Born July 10, 1928, in Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Bolles began his journa listic career afte r being

discharged from the Army in 1953- He was hired
by the Associated Press to become, during an association that lasted until 1962 , sports editor and
re-write man in New York, New Jersey, and Kentucky. His father, Donald C. Bolles, St., who died
in Arizona in 1972, was a former Associated Press
bureau chief.
Bolles was graduated from Beloit {Wisconsin)
College in 1950. While there, he won the President's Award for personal achievement, was
editor of the campus newspaper, and was listed
in Who's Who in American Colleges.
Bolles won Arizona 's Newsman of the Year
Award for his stories uncovering a conflict
of interest scandal in the Arizona legislature.
Other investigative articles concerned land
fraud s, organized crime's infiltration of legitimate businesses in Arizona, and alleged monopolistic take-over of dog racing in , the state.
In coveri n g Phoenix City Hall , to which
he had been assigned a year before his death, and
after requesting a respite from the pressures of
investigative reporting, Bolles helped uncover a city
sales tax scandal. He also wrote stories that
revealed irregularities in the way contracts for the
state's auto emissions testing program were awarded
Bolles was the recipient of numerous threats
which invariably accompany investigative reporting.
A co-worker described him as "imaginative, aggressive and utterly fearless."
The Lovejoy Award honors and preserves
the memory of Elijah Parish Lovejoy, Colby 1826,

who died bravely rather than forsake his editorfil
principles. The award is given to stimulate and
honor the kind of achievement in ,rhe fields of
reporting, editing and interpretive writing that continues the Lovejoy heritage. It is also given to
promote a sense of mutual responsibility and cooperative effort between the newspaper world and
liberal arts colleges such as Colby in pursuit of
journalistic freedom.
Previous winners include Arthur Hags
Sulzberger, Carl T. Rowan, Erwin D. Canham,
Katherine Graham, James Reston, Davis Taylor,
and Vermont Royster.

Fre shm en :

Dean s Release

A Warm Welcome ?

Alcohol Po licy

by Valentine Talland

by Sue Erb
In A September 13th letter to dormitory staff and
the ECHO, Dean of Students Earl H. Smith announced a
revised alcohol policy which will have a major effect on the
use of alcohol on the Colby Campus.
A major point of the new policy is the prohibiting
of unlicensed sale of alcohol anywhere on the Colby
Campus, stating that the "Open and all campus parties
at which alcohol is to be consumed must be catered by a
licensed vendor. "
A second major stipulation is the "Restriction of
the nu mber of guests at social events at which alcohol
is to be served or consumed to the number legally allowed
under state fire laws through a combination of limited
invitations and or door monitors."
Other points include registration of events 48
hours before the event with the appropriate building supervisor and the Director of Student Activities and the
Provision of an "alternate non-alcoholic beverage in
sufficient quantity. " The policy also places restrictions
on "Freshman Smokers " and on the consumption of
alcohol outdoors an 'd in academic buildings and at
athletic contests.
According to Smith , the new policy is not the result
°f the 20 year old drinking age law, due to go into effect
next month. Smith stated that the enactment of the . law
wis the final event which led to the development of the
"sensible drinking policy. " •
Smith made it clear thnt the Administration is no
happier about the new law than the student body is.
While the legislation was still in tlie debating stages, Colby
'
sent ,testimony .opp osing the lonlsfni inn.

Lovejoy Recipient tbe Late Donald F. Bolles

Dean of Students Earl 11. Smith
P hoto hy Geoff Parker
. The Administration wns particularl y concerned by the
statistic that 80 percent of the cases brought before the
Student Judiciary last year stemmed from abusive drinking
Smith also noted the recent increase of students relating
to the Dean's office their fears about potential or present
alcoholics living in their dormitories. Smith feels that
the enactment of the new law may drive these people
further away fro m needed hel p.
An increase in public drinking was given as another
reason for the new policy. Smith noted that one could
be arrested and fined for drin king in any public area. Vandalism on campus has been directl y related to alcohol abu se,
¦ ¦ ' .- " ¦
' 7' ,
continued .. ¦an. 1 , imp * (qw.
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Most freshmen remember the last two weeks of
Augu st as a hectic blur of preparing clothing, toastR-ovens, and parents for the inevitable departure for
Colby. Of course, it wan't disorganized for everyone
but it was, in general , a period of nervous anticipation and apprehension.
The majority of new freshmen were concerned
with managing to find their rooms and getting
along with their roommates. The attitude with which
one arrived , however, didn 't really matter. The way a
freshman behaved once here was.
During New Student Week, two general techniques of interaction amongst the new students were
displayed. One method was to discover some convenientl y placed corner and crawl in unnoticed.
Anything su fficed: a dorm-room , a bathroom , or
any sizable closet. The idea was to avoid the
cvcr-prcdictable inquiri es of, "Which dorm do you
live in?" "Where ar£ you from? " and , "How did
registmt/on go?"
The other widely practiced techni que was to
plaster on a smile that would have made orthodontists around the world jump for joy, and to
approach anyone and everyone with a barrage of
questions that everyone else was try ing to dodge.
The onl y sane people found on campus were
those who really weren 't supposed to hav e been
here at nil: the uppercla ssmen. Moreover , rather
than their sanity having any beneficial effect , it
resulted only in the mild humiliation of the freshcontimteri on imvp f an *

EDIT ORIALS
Af ter The Union
In looking through the ECHO this week, one can find articles on the new alchohol policy, Robert's
renovation, two- fraternities that have been placed on social probation , and one that may be in danger of
:olding. These issues have a great deal in ' common when one examines the quality of life at Colby.
Ta ken in dividuall y, these issues are important for what each one stands for by itself; but when grouped
together an analysis of what appeals to be a change of great proportions can be made.
Stated briefly, life at Colby is about to undergo a major transformation.
We are presently in the_.transition period.
Perhaps the singly greatest impact on student life will be made by the completion of Roberts Union
is Colby's first true Student Center. This event, more that any other, will have the farthest reaching effects.
A small amount of recent history is now necessary. As many see it, social life over the first few
years at Colby has consisted of two polarized activities: intense studying in Miller Library combined with a
Spa break on weekdays; and drunken, overcrowded fraternity parties on weekends.
With the opening of the campus j>ub one-and-a-half-years ago, this slowly began to change. All-campus
fraternity parties began to grow less important, and the arrest of two LCA brothers last year for illegal liquor
sales put a serious damper on such affairs.
Last week the Dean's office released a new alcohol policy which will effectively prohibit illegal liquor
ales on campus for the first time.
If this is to be enforced* by the Dean's off ic e, and every indication leads
is to believe tfiat it will, the days of ali-campus fraternity parties are over. This will be the case unless the
raternities decid e to either give away beer every ^ weekend ( a most unlikely possibility) or take the logical step
ing private caterers.
>f hir
This brings us to the present. We are in a period now where there are no all-campus fraternity paries, and there is an unfinished student center without a campus pub until at least next semester. Social life
it Colby, as a friend of ours told us, "consists of crashing everyone else's private parties."
We are quite clearly in a difficult period. It is made more difficult by the probations on KDR and
»DT and the precarious situation of ATO.
But the future appears to be bright.
When Roberts Union is finished this campus will finally have the student center which we have so
orel y lacked.
It will then become the focus of student life at Colby. The combination Spa/Pub will serve
o bring this campus together in a place of neutral ground; there , will not be two sides of campus any
Miger. This campus will f inally have what is so sorely needed-a p lace where students can gather informally
/ithout undo pressure, either social or academic.
Do not criticize the Dean's office for their alcohol policy. It needed to be done before a potenially ugly situation got out of hand.
Yes, things are tough now. They will remain tough until Roberts
: finished, but when it is finished we will have a better campus-and a better college.
-DPL

IN M E M O R I A L
Colby lost two dear friends this summer in

Laura Braun

'79 and Assistant to the Dean of
Faculty, Doris Downing '69. In their memory, the
Laura Braun Memorial Fund and the - Doris Downing
,
Outing Club Memorial Fund have been established.
M iss Brau n was fatally injured in a car ac- j
cident in August 1977. Her father has asked friends
who wish to honor Laura to make contributions to
this fund which will benefit the Colby Outing Club.
In the words of friends, "Laura always had
a smile on her f a ce and a read y lau gh.
Her bright
outlook ' was refreshing when it seemed there were
too many serious faces around."
Mrs. Downing died unexpectedly in June 1977.
Her friends at Colby established her memorial fund
in honor of her devotion to and love of the Outing
Club.
Mrs. Downing had served as Associate Dean
of Students and as secretary in the Admissions and
Registrar's Offices.
Anyone wishing to donate to either of these
memorial funds should contact the Development Office.
Both Miss Braun and Mrs. Downing will be
gready missed. Their spirit and devotion to their
f rie n d s, to Colby, and to the Outing Club set fine
examples for all to follow.

Don B olles — Pe rfect Lovejoy Choice
The recipient of the Lovejoy Award is chosen as the one newspaper person in the country who has
significantly contributed to the country's journalistic achievement. This year the Selection Committee has honored
us all by choosing the late Don Bolles of the Arizona Republic.
Mr. Bolles is the fitting heir to the Elijah Parish Lovejoy legacy. Elijah Lovejoy was murdered by a
mob in 1837 for his published views against slavery. Don Bolles, an investigative reporter known for his stories on organized crime and political corruption, was the victim of an assassin's bomb, dying on July 13, 1976.
Don Bolles was willing to ignore threats on his life in the pursuit of solid journalism.
He most
i
clearly exemplified the journalist that the Lovejoy Award purports to honor: a craftsman of high integrity
and courage. The kind of reporter that Don Bolles was must never be allowed to vanish from the journalistic community because without them freedom of the press would not exist.
—NJP

Are We Responsible En oug h?
The fine fall scenery at Colby has once again fallen victim to the unattractive sights of broken beer
botdes and smashed windows. In general, the Colby com munity seems to be devoid of one very essential
aspect of learning : responsibility.
If education rests solely on academia, one might as well stay home and read textbooks. A college
education should be an experience of an all-encompassing nature, and at the core of this nature should lie
a basic acceptan ce of liability; not only to Colby College, but also to one's fellow students.
Irresponsibility at Colby can, and does, take on many forms: ranging from missed deadlines, as evidenced by the extraordinary number of incompletes taken by students each semester (and subsequent missed
due dates on extensions), to general apath y towards th ose who are here at Colby to serve us . To prove
this point, ask John Joseph at the Spa how many bills are left unpaid at the end of the year. Even
the most simple of policies, such as checking a book out of Miller Library, are easily overlooked in favor
of the "I-forgot-my-ID-the-book-goes-under-the-jacket" self-made student policy.
Perhaps the most disheartening of all factors though, is the senseless destruction which goes on through
out the year at Colby.
Contrary to popular belief the fifteen dollar dormitory damage deposit which is paid
at the beginning of the . year, does not entitle each student to do fifteen dollars worth of annual damage.
Nevertheless, inter-fraternity snowball fights, where winners and l osers are determined by the amount of missing window-panes, are rapidly becoming tradition at Colby. Another unfortunate incident of senseless destruction was last spring's bonfire in the Quad. The fire was unknowingly sponsored by the Library, a construction site, and tlhe Woodsman 's team.
In terms of dollars, the destruction was probably minimal , but when
one considers that textbooks, college furniture , Woodsman's materials, and even a cube can bc used for fire
wood, it becomes a definite cause for concern.
Considering the fact that Colby attracts most of its students from excellent homes and upper middle
class neighborhoods, one would be inclined to believe that these problems don 't exist here, but unfortunately
they do. This is hot a problem peculiar to Colby either; recent studies show that the amount of damage
done annually at high-priced private schools is far greater than the amounts at community and state colleges.
In this time of wide-scale inflation and ever increasing construction costs, the Colby student could certainly
afford a little education in the economics of operating a college.
Ultimately the problem lies in the student 's obstinacy to owe up to what he or she has done.
How
many times are dorms willing to wait for the mai d to come in on Monday morning , to clean up f rom last
Friday ni ght 's m«ss? How about a professor 's plea for justice in the case of a smashed windshield outside of
Averill lost year?
In the interest of all of us who attend Colby now , and those who will bc here in the
future , it would seem that a basic refresher , course in reliability would not be that bad of an idea. The
responsibility to teach us these basic concepts rests with no professor, nor for that matter in the readings
of
any course, it hinges with the individuals who mnk/ > nr» rh«- Cn\Uv *nm»,„~i*.,
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Handbook

Headaches

To th e Editor:
I' m writing from the zoo which isn't really
:he pi ts if you can stay burned out on bonfg (N.)
I got an ounce of jellybeans and rolled a couple
bumm ers. I was getting mellow "but that was bogus
becaus e t iswanted to go nuts in H Oville (wow,
H^Oville such a hip term !)
Anyway, this wicked wimp walked into my
room with sand on his feet. (Fro m Foss Beach ,
10 doubt. } I knew that he was wacko because he.
mumbled something about jelly beans. Now I'm
hip but nobod y is gonno bum ME man ! App lying
the first aid I'd learned in menopausal manor
I proceeded to test this guy for cube eyes. I
gra bbed his brown nose mdwalled his face. That 's right
his jaw is sitting on top of his head. I guess you
could say he was faced. That would be contrary to handbook definition , thoug h. I was
faced with this bummer , while he was pretty
aid back or out of it. You might think I' m bus h
jut I' m hard core , reall y. When a space shot
IVest Pointer (space cadet) comes shootin g along
f'm goiag to catch the rays and throw "em back in their
race.
But then I said to myself,myself you reall y got
your little cubes in hot water. Disposal of this guy
wasn 't readl y a problem since I' m only using one of my
closets. Tha nk Gad (N) it 's Friday and remember
th at you don 't miss your H20 till your RELS wuns dry.
Phil Lacio '78

On

Top

f ro m the editor

of Runnals . . .

PETER

SIEG EL

1955-1977

Pete, who graduate d from Colby last spring
was killed in a car accident in Eugene , Oregon on
Friday, September 16.
While at Colby Pete dedicate d himself to his biology studies as well as
to the Woodmen 's Team and to the Messalonskee
Folk Music Society of which he served as Vice1
President last year.
He moved to Eugene this summer and was
abou t to start a job as a lab assistant when he
died.
For those of us that knew him well his
death is a loss that no words can do justice to
but we are fortunate to be left with the still
much alive memory of a person who loved life
and understood it.
His parents have requeste d any pictures or
other momentos of Pete.
These may be forwarded
to them throug h Paul Fackler (872-8509).
J ane
Anne Deshler , who transferred from Colby to the
University of Oregon this year , was in the accident
with Pete.
She is recovering well.

To the Edit or :
Walk to the top of Runna ls Hill and explore the green- the hill. If you are still not convinced , stroll up to the
ery that has towered above the stocky past in only a few
crest of the hill and witne ss the plea of the orchard .
inches of swift years . Beneath the sky-scratching poplars
Inciden tly, I am extending an invitation to all lovers
and bir ches , you'll find rows of chunky app le trees , proof orchards to meet on the hill when the trees bed down for
tected by prickly-stemmed soldiers that carried banners of
their winter s sleep. The trees are long overdue for a healthra spbe rries in Au gus t . Thes e a pple trees are scre a min g fo r
ful pruning; they certainly deserve a bit of care .
attentio n; huge apples bob on their arms , sun ripened and
juicy. Many have even escaped the teeth of a variet y of
Michael Buonaiut o
cr ea t ures and scabbin g diseases , and are read y t o be plant ed
between the jaws of a deserving admirer.
These fru its brou ght me to explore the old orchard in
the thickening woods. The trees are pr oducin g death-bed
miracle s; usually , trees that go for years without pruni ng,
P aren t s ' W eekend Sch e dule
forgotten in the fatal shade of more upright youngsters ,
would bear small and few fruit . Some of the fruit trees
Fri d ay
deeper into the woods are pu ffing their final exhales.
8:15 PM Clear Sky, Pur e Light -Strider Theater
Sometimes when I saunter onto the hill I think I hear
th e sound of horses and plows , of t he creakin g of the backs
Satu rd ay
of the men who cleared the fields of weighty boulders , I can
9; 15 AM Pres ident 's Reception for Parent s, Facu lt y
see th e slopes pimpled with cows; I can smell the cider beand Students -Museum of Art
ing pre ssed in the barn. I thin k I hear myself saying that
10.00
Pr esident's Report to Parents-Gi ven
these pastures still could be a living farm.
Audi torium
10:00
Women 's Varsity Field Hoc key vs. UMO
Three years a go , I almost started to devise a plan
(with the help of some professo rs who Iirst developed the
11:15
J . V. Fiejd Hocke y vs. UMO
idea ) tha* wou ld put some of Colby 's farmlands back in
1;30 PM
Varsit y Football vs. Wesleyan
work in g order. This small "ste p backward" In histor y could
2:00
Varsity Soccer vs. Babson
Provid e Colby with unique educational settin gs (local history,
4:00
Dean of Students Reception for Parents ,
soil scien ce , horticulture , business management , folk lore , and
Faculty and Students -Museum Lawn
othe r possibilities could be pursued), and supply vegetable s,
8:00
Concer t by Student Grou ps -Given
fruits , and dairy products for use in the food service. Best
Au dito rium
°f all , a farm rovival may help to kindle a re verence for the
°arth and sun that fire our survival ;, we forget easi ly our
Sund ay
d elicate relation ship to nature when we ore in the habit of
10:15 AM Ca tholic Mass -Rose Chapel
dri vin g to supermarket aisles and standin g in food service
11:00
Morninij Worshi p --Lorimcr Chapel
lines in or der to eat , Wc will be force d to remember when
4:00 PM
Vesper Concert , Music for Flut e, Harp ,
»ur
j
ener gy source s dwindle and we havo t o bocomo more
and Organ --Lorimcr Chapel
i self-sufficlo nt.
^__
:
:
J
N#
1 am ap ple-rod , screamin g for some ambitious Colby
studen t to come up with a plan to touviaken the pastures on

f
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It is fitti ng that the ECHO is now one
As we begin our second
hundred years old.
century we start with what we feel to be a new
ECHO.
The most
We are new in several ways.
d
ifsli
htl
y
g
obvious one is that we are a
You may
ferent size and shap e than in past years.
have also noticed new headline styles atop our
storie s. These changes are a result of something
that we ar e very excite d about - a chan ge in printers
Althoug h a change in printers may not seem
to be imp ortant , to a .newspaper is can be an earth shattering experien ce. The ECHO is now published
in Wat erville at the Central Ma ine Morning Sentinel
which became possible when the Sentin el converted
to the photo-affect print ing process last
Ig was a move that we had wanted to
spring.
comp lete for some time and should be the start
of a valuable relationshi p for many years to . come.
The change in printers has also had other
effects.
The ECHO should now be available no lat er
than earl y Thursday morning instead of the
traditional Thursday evening.
This time change is the result of an entirel y
new production schedule which requires that the
paper be laid out Tuesday and We dnesday, fortunatel y
doing away with th e old Wednesday -Thu rsday allOnce the production staff becomes adjusted
nighters.
the pro duct shou ld be a better looking paper.
But the most important changes come inside
Throug h graduation and Colby 's J uniorthe paper.
Year -Abroad prog ram , we have lost , by my
count , eleven key peop le from last semester 's
staff-

As alway s seems to happen with the ECHO ,
Fresh men and Sophomores came
miracles occured.
out in droves and are forming what seems to be a
If you look at the bylines this
very solid staff.
There
week there will be very few familiar names.
This
are eighteen first -time by lines in this issue.
conso
is
excitement
and
enthusiasm
s
staff'
tag ious that I'm on the . verge of hysteria.
In any event we'll do the best j ob we can.
What we need is a little cooperation fro m the student
body, in two areas.
Fir st if you have any releases, annou ncement s,
letters to the editor , or anyt hing else that
has to go to the paper , please try to get it to us
by Sund a y ni ght for Thursday 's issue. We will
make every effort to help you , but this is a deadline
we must hold to.
Th e second ar ea is obvious, but
If you can write, tak e pictures ,
often overlooked .
lay ou t pages, type , pr oofread , draw pictures , or do
J ust give
anything else to help us, please do so.
an editor a call or call the office at X240.
I
A few parting words are necessary.
apologize for the differing type sty les and sp acing *
on certain pages - like 1 said we're new at this
And certain peop le deserve some public
ball game.
"
thank -you 's for help ing us get this issue off.
Pat Chasse, Amy Shuetz , and Ansell
the ground.
Grindall deserve medals for put ting up with my
complaints abou t the conditi on of the office
Dick
and subsequen tly getting it ready for us.
their
staffs
were
very
Dyer and Peter Kingslcy and
generous in allowing us to release th e news of the
Lovejoy Award recipient , and the Dean 's office ,
as always , produced a few miracles of their own.
J oin with us - in celebrating one-hundred year s
of the Colby ECHO.
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cont. from page one

men. Countless comments such as: "This whole
place really feels pretty Confusing. I've never
felt as if I was in such unfamiliar surroundings
^
before.
You know wha t "I mean? " were sent
across Dana 's plank tables often to be answered by:
: "Yeah, I guess so, but J wouldn 't really know
since I 've been living here for three years."
„
At this point, most self-respecting freshmen
I
would have sacrificed anything just . to have been
able to split the dining room floor and to inconspicuously melt in.
No such luck, chum. Unfortunately, Colby
linoleum, in the institutional fashion , is entirely
student-proofed.
I eventually realized that it was possible
5
to recover from these seemingly, cataclysmic errors.
iWhat did leave lasting scars, however, was the consfusion. . One soon lamed that he had been deceived
into believing there would be only freshmen at
Colby on September 8. There were some distinctly
, non-freshmen people running around campus, and
^they were not employees of B and G or Seller 's.
y
But O.K., I admit that it wasn't so hard to
earn to deal with upperclassmen. But registration
jvas another story.
a
Upon arriving at Dana Hall one was told
hat he must go and check in at the Fieldhouse.
'Fine, no problem, the walk would be nice. Besides
lorn and Dad could see a litde more of the
campus.
c
Fooled you !
j
"You see, you arrived after 3 o 'clock so
lihat puts . you in the late arrival, Eustis registration
category."
Of course, this was discovered after arriving
2
. at the gym. Alice, through the Colby looking
glass, then jogged up to Eustis.
"Eustis?
Oh,
'
it s somewhere up by tbe library - you 'll find it. "
Her parents, at this point, were receiving the Colby
grand tour.
"Here is your Colby literature, your freshJ
man week calendar, and your advisor meeting time.
All you have to do now is get your key and
¦maze in. " Hey, things are beginning to look a
little brighter.
Sorry Alice, bad news.
Tomorrow is registration and . . . what?
You didn 't pre-register? Well, now you have to
go to each departm ent and ask what kind
of A.P. credit you have already received
and if and where are there still course
openings. Don't worry, though, no matter which .
:lasses you end up taking, you are guaranteed
to receive hi gh quality instruction.

AlCOhOl Policy

continued f r om page one

according to Smith, noting broken bottles and litter, and
< a continuing problem with broken windows in Roberts
Union
The Administration is taking a realistic attitude
towardenforcement, according to Smith. He noted that
'the* Dean's office is aware of the fact that Colby will not
"•go dry." Security guards will not b*.used for cnforcelment. It will be the responsibility of the host to post a
'sign near the bar stating that no minor is to be served and
'to provide an alternate beverage. If upon leaving the party,
a guest is arrested for damaging property, either on or off'campus, or if a min or is arrested under the influence of
'alcohol , it becomes the responsibility of the party host.
The greatest immediate effect of the new policy
\
'will be the result of the outlawing of illegal liquor
'sales. In previous years, the Dean 's offi ce had "looked
rt he ot her way " from fraternities openly selling
•alcohol and had left the enforcement to public authori' i ics. This will no longer be the case, as the Dean 's office
must enforce the Maine statutes.
•
Smith suggested that private caterers may provide
' a solution for the fraternities and other large groups on
' campus. A caterer can legall y sell alco h ol in a fra terni t y
1 house or for a private party, he noted,

i ¦

'
'
1

r

¦

¦ Dean 's Office
Alcoholic Beverag e Polic y
1, Open and all-campus parties at which alcohol is to be
consumed must be catered by a licensed vendor. .
2. No drinking is permitted outdoors or at any public
even ts, in cluding athletic contests at home or away.

r

physics.

'

J O S E P H 'S
of
Fa irf ield

Great," says Alice, enrolling in advanced

ONLY COMPL ETE SPO RTING
GOODS STORE AROUN D

After fou r days, New Student "Week" was all
over and everyone had survived.
I n ' recollection, the
problems of those first few days seem like a game
compared to all the book reviews, reading assignments,
and papers that I have to do.
That doesn 't make
me want to go through New Student Week all over
again - (nothing could induce me to do that - I'm no
masochist).
Nonetheless, I am beginning to see the
purpose behind the madness.
If nothing else within those first few days, I
mastered a kind of .competence.
All those problems
that seem funny now were anything but amusing at
the rime.
They were problems that I had to deal
with entirely on my own. There is no way to
practice being independent other than to be independent
Perhaps all that initial chaos is going to pay
off.
Personally, I'm a lot happier believing that
Colby did have some method to their madness.

OVER 20% OFF ON HEA D RAQUETS
$10.00 STRINGING -INTERNATIONAL NYLON
SOCCER SHOES: Adidas- $ 13.95 and up
Puma-$13.95 and up
juice Mobile- $9.95

Graduation Committee

Col s/

by Philip Giouchevitc h
The Graduation Requirements Committee, a
subcom mittee of the Educational Policy Committee
will have its first meeting this week. The committee
was formed last spring after protests over the elimination of the Pass/Fail option for distribution
requirements.
Professor Jean D. Bund y, chairman of the commit
tee, feels the committee's role is to, "examine the aim
of a liberal arts school." He added, 'The number of
credit hours, Jan Plans, distribution requirements, and
any other degree requirements are questions bound to
arise in the upcoming meetings." When the committee
concludes its work it will submit a recommendation to
the EPC. Chairman Bundy does not, however, intend
to rush any decisions, and does not expect a report
before Christmas.
The other committee members are: Bruce Fowles,
Robert MacAuthur, James Meehan , and John Sutherland
of the faculty, and students Janet Fisher, Kim Ledbetter, Susan Raymond, John Devine, and Herbert
Thomas. President Strider and Dean Jenson serve as cxofficio members with Anthony Maramarco as
secretary.
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3. Alcoholic beverages are not allowed in academic buildings, or Roberts or Runnals Unions, except at special
functions arranged through the office of the Director of
Student Activities.
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4. Unlicensed sale of alcohol anywhere on campus is expressly forbidden.
5. All social events at which alcohol is to be served or consumed on the campus must meet the following conditions
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a, Registration of the event with the appropriate
building supervisor and the Director of Student
Activities at least 48 hours in advance

jJeifo *

b, Provision of an alternate non-alcoholic beverage
in sufficien t quan t it y
c. In compliance with state guidelines, the placement
of appropriate signs to indica te that minors may
not bc served
d. Restriction of the number of guests at such
f u nct io ns to t h e number legally allowed un der
st a te fire laws t hrough a combina t i on of limi ted
invitations and /or door monitors
6. Open "recru iting" par t i es for new st uden t s by fra ternities or other organizations may be held by recognized
student organizations under mid-semester (October 20),
Provisions of item 5 will apply.

TELEPHONE 453 6216
10 % OFF FOR ALL COLBY STUDENTS
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This policy is eff ec tive immediately for all constituencies of
the college and supersedes any previously stated policy in
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this area as set forth in the Student-Handbook,or elsewhere.
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Lof gr en to Lead up STU-A Year

This year, the Clinical Psychologists will be conducting
a series of workshops designed to explore some common
student concerns. These wo rkshops will be open to all
students, with the exception of a workshop for couples
later in the semester.

by James H. Thrall
Nils ', Lofgren wift be /leading off a year of
big name concerts, says Pierce Archer, Student
Association Social Life .Chairperson. . This was one
of the announcements made at the first weekly
Stu-A meeting held Monday, Sept. 19 in Dana
Lounge.
With Roberts Union in its present state
of renovation, the Social*"Life Committee facesl
The
a serious problem of housing for concerts.
Foss-Woodman dining hall, the fieldhouse, and
possibly Lorimer Chapel or Given Auditorium
In spite of this,
present the only alternatives.
Pierce hopes to have a few big name concerts
l£a*ttag with tbe Nils Lofgren concert on Oct"Future plans include a jazz concert
ober 15.
in late October or early "November.
A resident actor will be on campus for
five weeks this fall to help with Irving Suss'
pf"o4cctW>o of £»*£* Under ike Bhm..¦This
residency will be partly sponsored by the Cultural Life Committee says Chairperson Lee Roberts.
The visitor will offer his own open workshops
on acting, as well as participation in certain
Colby classes.
The Cultural Life Committee also
plans a recital and lecture on "European Music
Today " by a British contemporary pianist.
The Administration's recent refusal to
. --------

--
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permit distribution requirements to be met by passfail courses is still a concern of the Academic
Life Committee.
Exact interpretation of the ruling
. is now being debated by the Educational Policy
"Committee. Mike Scott, Academic Life Chairperson, plans a student poll in the _ near future
on this and such issues as the present practice
of calculating GPA by disregarding pluses and
minuses added to letter grades.
Stu-A treasurer Mike Slavin reports that
budget requisition forms have been sent to
student organizations and that allocation of funds will
be announced within two weeks. A proposal to
fund certain, dormitory activities has been accepted,
hut a similar proposal to pay travel expenses for
campus groups, (except special corcumstances) has
been reje cted.
The reasons for the rejection were
the cost and the difficult record keeping.
Several positions on Stu-A committees are
still open, reminds Committee Chairperson, Sid Mohel.
Freshmen in particular are invited to seek office.
Terms of office are from January through Pecember and interviews are now underway for next
January's positions.
As always, Stu-A meetings are open to the
student body.
This semester they will be held
at 9:00 PM. every Monday with the location to
be announced each week.

Sonesta Eeach, a resort hotel in the
:;!
jj Southampton parish of Bermuda , is looking
I;: for a campus representative at Colby. For
I further information contact:
Roger L. Hering
:;!
¦
«
Sonesta Hotels
"
i
276 Third St.
%
j
Cambridge, Ma 02142
:!
«, ,
(617) 354-5800
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Workshop Schedule
4:30-5:45 P.M. on Tuesdays
Lower Lobby

Garrison-Foster Health Center

Qct_4_
"How to Study"
•October 11 and October 18
_x
"Issues in Interpersonal Relationships --How to
overcome shyness; how to develop and handle
intimacy."
"October 25 and November 1
"Assertiveness"
"November 8 and 15
"A workshop for couples - interpersonal and
sexual aspects of dyadic relationships" 'Open
to couples only.
* Tentative

MA NOR

RESTAU RANT &

For the good food
John Martin's

LOUNGE

and excitement that's
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Awetu Simmesso:
Ladies and gentlemen , it gives me great pleasure to be
par t of this respectable occasion. I cannot think of a great er honor you could have bestowed on me than to deem me
wor thy of sharin g a few par ting words with you on this
day, which in a very realistic sense does mark a turning
poin t in the lives of many of us.
It moves me profoundl y tha t you have honored me
with this task at this time in particular , when your country
and mine are par ting roads. You may recall that just about
a .month ago, the Ethiop ian governmen t passed a decree that
closed down practicall y all American officers in the country
and sent several American diplomats home. It is heartwarm ing to know that there are still manifestations of human relationshi ps that transcend such incidents between nations.
The occasion reminds me of some lines in the book
A Passa ge to India , by the Britis h writer B.M. Forster. After
rela ting a touchin g human story that unfolds throug h the
book between a Britisher and «n Sndias, Forster capture s tW
conflict that' 'pervades the two friends as the polit ical schism
separa tes tbe two nations-the irreconcilability between -India 's craving for independence and Britain 's insistence on
colonialism. The last few sentences in the book are remark ably sad:
"Why can't we be friends now? " said the other ,
holding him affectionately. "'It 's what I want.
It 's what you want. " But the nonet didn 't want
it-they swerved apart; the earth didn 't want it,
tending up rock * through which riders must past
riagfe file; the temples, the tank , the jail, the
palace , the birds, the carrion , the Guest House ,
that came into view as they issued from the gap
and aw M au benea t h: th ey didn't want it, they
taid in their hundred voices, "No, not yet," and
the sky said, "No, not there. 1'

"Huma nism is the ideal standard "

institutionsarid societies. The process of self-actualizationis a pro gressivestep toward humanism. Sodedas and institutions defeat the
purpose of their bongunlessthey gear themselvestoward this pri mary goal in a progressivefashion; chan ging themselveswith chang ing historic needs to allow a flouris hing of the human ban gsthey
should be saving.
Qxmenqemen t is a good occasion to reflect upon these
things; it is loaded with a tridimensional conception of time-it
marks an md-therefore , it is past-oriented reflection; it is in the
present also, therefore reality -oriente d,reality in the here and now;
it also marks a beginning by virtue of the literal meaning of the
word; therefore, it is future -oriented , hope-oriented. We shall take

... that reall y is what life is all
Humanism is the ideal stan dard...

about.

this occasion, if you will, to take a glance at three aspects of our
bcang-society, school and the individual and attem pt to reflect
upon them in terms of humanam.
Reflection in a full peda gogical sense requires honesty; it
requires positive and negat ivethinkin g. It also requires ooutage courage is the key element with which reflection is developedinto
coaecious positive adf-trawsffltnar eian, if any conaarfktkws ar e
perceived
"Concern for humanizati pn," wri tes the Brazilian educator
Riulo Freire , "Concern for hunianization leads at once to the recognition of dehumanization , not only as an ontdo gical possibility, but
as an historical reality. " It is a fascinatin g paradox of history; it is
Rousseau once again: "Man is bom free, but everywhere he is in
chains. " Rousseau goes on to ask, "How did this come about? "
his answer is simple-"! do not know. "
"When we reflect upon human social organization in the past
and in the present , we are at once hit with glarin gcontradictions.

¦ What is ewen more sad is that " fifty yean alter die book was
published, it can still be repeated in reference to the U.S. and Ethi opia, as though the shcrt-lived spurt of humanism that had brought
several of us from all over the globe together in this great country
of yours were already a past issue. The anti -Americansentiment
Capitalism...was a humanizin g self-transformation
that seemsto be developingeverywhere ' reflects this spirit
for societ y.
But the hopeful half in us should hold to the faith that the
wri ter is wrong in thinkin gthat the schism was unavoidable; perHunan beings, it appears, in spite of gradual progress throu gh the
haps there is a sense in which the earth does want unity and friendcourse
of histor y have never mana ged to liberate themselves.
ship; perha ps there is a sense in which the sky has been thundering
There vas a time, in the recent past, when it appe aredas
"Now " and Me haven 't heard it There may be a human world in
t
howg
h
the L F system with individualism as its ethos carried poten the miking yet
t
ials
for
Anally freeing man from dehumaniza tion. It did indeed
There is a par tial sense, indeed , in which the world is already one In a one<limeniionalsense, namely, the economic asotafl liberate the western man from the yoke of feudalism. It did unleash
a tremendous amount of human ener gy that set to the task <rf transthe worid is, indeed, one-in callous cash terms , the world is relating'
forming his world throu gh industrialization and consciousl y subjectevery day. The question is how to brin g hunmmm mo this rda nature. Whether it was "good " ia the first plaoe to industrialize
.ay
tionship, the second dimension that is required for full oneness.
is H itat tfieasML There was noft iafidyflfctaboutthe previous mode
in which the peasant toiled and sweated to live thirty miserable years .

Gpjcaiism, withits achievement of industrialism, was a frumaniztn g
self-tjs uiafonaBti on
for society.
It was not long,however, before the contradicti onin it
star ted to loom lar ge. In the name of private property, it accumulated prop ertyin the hands of the few; in the nanie of self-interest ,
selfishness star ted to emer ge; in the name of competition left alone, the overcrowded factories started to app ear like debtors ' prisons
Tffe working class was, by and large, left behind as the middle class
insti tuted itself in place of the nobilit y of the previous mode.
The class configuration that this inevitably led to culmmted
not in a new conscious shift, but in an unconscious outward sur ge
of capitalism-new marke ts had to be sought, new suppliers of raw .
material had to be captured; the end was imperialism, as a necessary,
if unconscious extension of capitalism. It was not long before competition that now took place on the international level also culmin- '
ated in outri ght colonialian , the forced subjection of distant lands to
the rule of the west In the process, not merely exploitation, but
slavery itself found its prop hets and its thearis ts-in the Social Darwinists, the Utilitarians.
With the imports that beefed up the economy of the west,
the gold, the zinc, the cobalt, the copper, the tea, the coffee, not
merely was the workin g dass at home kept happy, but indusHal
progress also continued The systemfailed to perceive its contradictions. It lost its self-critical , reflective consciousness. British
Imperialism was challenged by the oppressed colonies and late corners
alike. It had to shatter. . . Two world wars and the traumas that
As we reflect upon the past of society,
we find elements of j oy and sorrow intertwined...And
the present?
humanity suffere d in the process finally broug ht soip eelementsof
movement into the system, for one should indeed regard decoloniza tion as a dialectical step higher, than the previous mode of colonialism.
The recen t past , in spite of its repressive features was good
because it did wake up the slumbering nations outside of the west
and implant aspirations in their soul. As we reflect upon the past
of society, we find elements of joy and sorrow intert wined British
Imperialism , whatever its repressive features, did transform society.
- And the pr esent? Now that America has replaced the British?
" The contradictions are still glarin g. There is a sense in which the
American experimen t stands for what appear to be among the most
desirable and humane elements in our history. Whatever its faults ,)
America can boast that it is a country of hard-workin g, conscientious,
humane , freedom-lovin g, fun-loving and sincerely goocf-willedpeople.
America can prtile itself in having unqu estionably been the melting
pot with several ethnic groups finding home and success ih it America can pride itself in having started and still keeping a unique
demoaatic experim ent.
Neither , to my thinking, would in be wrong to believe
that this achievement which goes well beyond what leading
societies of dvilation have done, is, in a sense, the very mark
of die apex of human achievement as we know it. There is

Th e individu al today is at once an individual
of the world...

The issue can perhaps be stressed even more. There seerrB to
be a little doubt today that the earth needsto be united ; brute
economic necessity, the elementary fact of life and the sustenance
of lif e requires interdependence. An upper middle class Colby
paren t or pro fessor as well as a pre-industrial Ethio pian coffee farmer
are simultaneouslyaffected by the price of coffee on the international market The individual today is at once an individual of the
world, a global beingaffected by events here and e v e r y w h e r e . . .
but notice, affected, not affecting yet in a realistic sense, Tlie
question is how to liberate the individual from forces that seem to
encroach upon him, and make him consciousmaster once more
over his destiny. How to bimanhesystems.
This is the crux of what I would like to share with you this
nomin g.On this happy and tad occasion when we are surrounded
with family and friends , as wc reflect ewer the culmination of years
of hard work on the part of all liere; die money, the time, the effort spent over members of the graduating class by professors and
adMniatration i die hard work, the frustration , t he effor t to please
frientb , teachers and family by studen ts, it is good to reflect upon
what the pur poseof it all has been-lmrnan ism
"When all it said and done, tha t really is what life is all about
Huimniarn Is the ideal standa rd with which we measure individuals .

"Humanism
Atuetu Simesso,
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Commencement 77
continued fro m previous page
a sense in which the peasant in Ethiopia can boast at America's
having landed on the moon, as though the success were his
own. The success of man at one end of the giobe is the
success of man at another, for what is life all about if not
humanity? .
Yet there is a sense in which America has merely replaced Britain. It has replaced British overt colonialism with
The success of man at one end of the glohe
is the success of man at another.
cwert neo-colonialism. "Witli merely 5% of the world's population America absorbs about half of the wodd's income.
Through investments, share-holdingsand trusts, writes Felix
Greene in 1970:.
Today , dominant western nations have acquired contiol
of mote than 3/4 of the known major mineial resources
in Asian, African and Latin American countries, and
about 4/5 of the total out put of 22 kinds of important
and raw materials in these same countries.
Neither would this have been necessarily wrong if
the poor nations were gaining from it , but the fact seems
to be that, as Dr. Eugene Staley of the Stanford Research
Institute laments,
Despite all vaunted technological and economic
progre ss of modem times, there are piobably more
poverty -stricken people in the world today th an
there were 50 years ago.
Why so rich and so poor? It appears that their
share is going somewhere else... "In one year alone,"
reports Felix Greene,
Standard Oil's Venezuela subsidiary, Creole, made a
profit of $167 million. This woiks out that the corporation in this one year made $9,6 30 profit on the
labor of each of its employees." s
No wonder Venezuela nationalized its oil companies.

President Strider and Aivetu Simesso-- Commencement 1977 Photo
American experiment as being dialectically higher than the
British mode of Imperialism. Constructive dialogueis a
prelude to constructive action.
Now, a quick turn to the individual within school as
an arena for self-transformation. It is good to reflect over

by

Geoff

Park er

future; we have been challenged, serrulated and progressed;
here we have developed emotionally, learned to lewe and be
loved, to cultivate what may proveto be lifelong friendships>
learned to time our feelings, to care about others; here we
have developed social awareness; a sense of community and
organization;in short, in several ways we have grown. It
is good to reflect upon what school has done for us. In a
The purpose of school... is allowing the selfgeneral sense, school has been caught in the dilemma of
transformation of the individual in a progressive social organization and has reimposed the burdens ns
~
manner...
of society upon our heads-thepast 16 years have, in no'small sense
One could go on, but there is no need for a lengthy
have been a time of repression , of being subjected to
presentation. That there is an organic economic link between
pre-selected information and systematically obstructed
us.
As
individuals
in
what
school
has
done
for
us
and
to
the consumer and the producer here and the toiling coffee
from looking for alternative avenues of learning. Our
terms of the ideal, humane, global self.
fanner in Ethiopia is a fact-that both are affected by the
world has been defined for us , our values shaped . As
The purpose of school, in an ideal sense, is allowing the
though learning consisted
sdf-transforrnaticn of the individual;in a progressive manner
Were Britain's intrigues in India -very different
toward self-actualization and humanization. The present mode
from the ousting of Allende?
of school structures, by the very fact that it has to maintain
...we have developed intellectually; struggled witl
itself in a corporate-run economic system finds itself merely
prices on die international market. It is almost impossible
concepts; learned to read fro m various fields... ;
-partially fulfilling the purpose of full self-actualization, both
to fathom the striking nature of this-atoiling pre-industrial
for the educators and the educated. Its teachers have to be
have been challenged , stimulated and progressed.
peasant in Ethiopia, whose lifestyle is reminiscentof the
market;
be
geared
toward
a
its
courses
have
to
of a certain calibre,
13th century, is linked with 20th century Maine. \Ve feel it,
its very structure has to meet standards.
but we also fear it.
The student, likewise, has to be from a certain class,
merely of regurgitation, we have been forced to confine our
There is no need to go at this time into the parallels
and, for purposes of pleasing parents, is often in a self-concuriosity and orient ourselves toward graded,
that can be drawn between British military and political
tradicting manner both education and profession-oriented. The
the .end? Supression of the romantic mind, a whetting down
presence in its coloniesand overt and ccwert American inof the individual's free space within; systematic subjection
volvement in the third world today. Wis the British repression
to other's definitions of the world. In terrns of humanism?
...the teacher complaining that students are unof the Mau Mau uprising in Kenya more severe than the U.S.'s
motivated , tlie students complaining, that teachers A less than ideal self.
bombing of Cambodia, Korea and Vietnam? Were Britain's
Qritical self-evaluation automatically reveals several
do not respect opinions. The end -- unpopular
repressed
features about tlie self and the society. It should
school...
be a potentially liberating revelation, no one that instills
Constructive dialogue is a prelude to cona sense of guilt...
end, a less the ideally motivated student, geared toward
structive action.
Perhaps Frcire is right in his claim that "Concern for
one po cket o f learning onl y, torn over the conflict of work
humanizaton leads at once to the realization of dehumanization,
and play in a manner that reinforces tlie present definitions
as an historical reality"-ycsterday, yes. Now, yes. But
intrigues in India very different from the ousting of Allende?
of work and play.
perhaps the realization is a first step toward liberation
Or was the slogan for that matter of the White Man's Burden
In t he process, both school and student reinforce one's
Tomorrow-periiaps
if through constant discourse wc look for
more self-contradicting than the slogan of "keeping the world perception of tlie other, the one as leader the
other as
means of emerging out of these contradictions-perhaps , who
safe for democracy?"
follower, the teacher complaining that students are unmotivated
knows? Awareness is the first step toward liberation-if
In reflecting over the American society in terms of '
the students complaining that teachers do not respect their
all Of us, professors, students, parents, you here, several like
humanisrri, we find tiiat tliere arc contradictions. We find
opinions. The end-unpopular school that gets separately
myself in Ethiopia, others in Turkey, Bangladesh dared to
that the ethos upon which tlie society rests, of loissezfaire,
categorized from popular play.
does not adequately describe its economic relations with the
This is not to say that there arc no communications.
rest of the worldjjiordoes the individualismit propagates
By and large, one fin ds teachers very appr oachable if on e makes
'
include all of humanity.
As though learning consisted merel y of retlie attempt. One even finds several institutionalleeways
forced
to
confine
been
This need not take away from the positive features of
gurgitation , we have
within Colby, for inst ance, for independent work. But often
the society; from the positive impacts It has.had.upon worl d
our curiosity and orient ourselves toward
it is misused and underused for the very reason that the
history, but in mat there is a need for societal transformation
grades.
system has not yet gotten to a level of continuous reflective
in the process of rime, there contradictions ought to be reflected over and if possible resolved. This discourse which you and discourse between educators and students.
question oursclves-constantly, perhaps there is a sense in
As we reflect upon our past 1.6 years of learning wc find that
I are havingis as good an example as any of the sorts of
which individually and collectively we can emergeout of
dialogue that ought to bc generated on a continuous basis.
school has d one much for us, and Colby has had its positive
these and similar contradictions. Questioning, of course is
developed
four
years.
Mere
we
have
three,
impacts
in
tlie
past
It is a mark of one of the unique achievements of the
not, sufficjent unless, followed, by cortstructivcdialogue
s
,
learned
to
read
from
American experiment.
intellectually i struggled with concept
' ^ '
'
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EPC: Pass/Fail - Still Alive?
by Mark Gorman
In what has been termed a 'minor victory'
for advocates of pass/fail at Colby, the Educational
Policy Committee approved a motion on Tuesday
that will permit students to take all but their last
intermediate level language course on a pass/fail
basis.
If approved at next month's faculty meeting,
students would retain the right to choose between
pass/fail or conventional grading for all language
courses up to, but not including, courses numbered
124. The vote by the EPC was 7 to 4. Professor
Yvonne Knight abstained.
EPC Chairman Dean of Faculty Paul Jenson
noted that different interpretations of last spring's
facu lty decision, which limited pass/fail's use to nondistribution requirements only had surfaced recently.
For clarification , the question was taken to EPC
for a vote on Tuesday.
The substance of the issue was determining
whether or not a prerequisite to a requirement
is also part of that requirement.
If it is part
of the distribution requirement, pass/fail cannot
be elected.
But if the prerequisite is not part
of the requirement, the student retains the choice
of grading procedures either conventional or pass/
fail.
Jenson , who voted against the motion .argues
that beginning language courses are part of the
language distribution requirement, and as such .should
not be taken pass/fail. Jenson sees language courses
numbered 124 as "the course which demonstrates
that you have fulfilled the requirement ", but
one
that was not intended to stand as the sole

Academic Life Chairperson. Mike Scott, a
student member of EPC , voted for the motion
Tuesday because he believes the wording of the
language requirement left him "no choice". Mike
sees the language distribution requirement as being
the "completion of a course numbered 124 or the
equivalent," and called any other language course
taken before 124 "a prerequisite to the requirement
itself and as such , one in which the pass/fail option
is clearly left with the student.
According to Associate Dean of Students James
Gillespie, this EPC decision is based on a precedent.
At the meeting, Gillespie noted that a person majoring in both Psych ology and Math was required
to take a statistics course" for which calculus was
According to Gillespie , in this case
the prerequisite.
Calculus could be taken on either . a passffail or a
conventionally graded basis, despite, its being a prerequisite.
According to Dean Jenson , the difference of
opinion among the EPC members stems back to
differences over the original pass/fai l decision. "Some
members of the EPC", Jenson said , are seeing this
as "an occasion to change the substance " of the
Faculty's pass/fail resolution last sp ring. The intent
of that decision was to limit the use of pass/fail
on distribution requirements, primarily on languages.
The fact that EPC interpreted that beginning language
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A grant from the National Science Foundation will
enable Colby to purchase computer equipment for a new
course dealing with research in the social science*.
The $20,000 matching grant, the maximum awarded to any college or university under the federal agency 's
Instructional Scientific Equipment Program, will make it
possible for the college to add remote terminals to its
time -sharing system and permit the projection of
computer output onto a large screen.
Richard J. Clarey, assistant professor of administrative science who wrote the grant proposal, says the
projection capability will enable the computer to be used
in the classroom .
As a result of the award , he adds, the college expects , to offer a new interdisciplinary course that deals
with the philosophy of science, research methodology,
and major statistical pro cedures in social sciences. -
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courses could be taken on a " pass/fail basis rests
on what Jenson calls a "technicality ", and is
"clearly in opposition " to the intent of the faculty 's
earlier decision.
Admittedly, this EPC motion does rest on
what appears to be a narrow line, according to
Mike Scott—bu t he feels the EPC's motion was
"Even though the intent of the original
justified.
pass/fail motion might have been to prevent
students from taking languages on a pass/fail basis,
the broader issue is the faculty 's attitude toward
the student 's ability to handle his own academic
Undoubtedly, a "good number
affairs", Scott said.
of the faculty members at Colby hold the concept
of student responsibility in low regard."
The issue will be resolved on October 19,
when the EPC's decision will be reviewed and voted
upon by the entire faculty.

requirement. Therefore he argues that introductory
language courses are not "prerequisites to, but part
of," the distribution requirement for langu ages.
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Mike Scott outlines Academic Iss ues f or the Year
by Mike Scott

it is an idea whose time has come. I believe that the
five-course system forces students to spend too much
time on "busy work" and, therefore, the student
does not have enough time to pursue extracurricular
activities or a more in-depth study in his particular
major or set of interests.

Academic Life Chairperson
My major concern about writing this article
was whether anyone would read it. After all, the
freshmen are still somewhat lost, the sophomores mre
so glad that they're not freshmen anymore that they
haven't stopped partying yet, half of the j uniorsare
abroad, and, as for the seniors, they're already worried
about getting out into the "real world" or graduate
school. However, since it is my responsibility as
Academic Life Chairperson to inform you of upcoming
academic affairs and issues, I will make the supreme .
effort.
First, I feel that it is necessary to outline my
jurisdiction and. clarif y my own position on the Student
Association Executive Board. As Academic Life
Chairperson, it is my job to keep abreast of academic
issues, and, particularly, to serve as a student member of
the Educational Policy Committee. This committee
discusses new course additions, revisions of academic
requirements and other substantive academic changes
On the Stu-A Board I am an equal voting member
with the other six elected officials and I frequendyi
ask the board to discuss and, hopefully, endorse any
new academic policy initiatives that I am pursuing. I
welcome any suggestions and ideas that anyone wishes
to convey to me concerning the academic side of
life at Colby. I would now like to outline some
academic policy issues in which all of us can try to
have'an impact in the upcoming year.
I feel that the system of determining the GPA
at Colby must be thoroughly examined. The present
system of computing the Student's average without
taking into account pluses and minuses is unrepresentative of the student's actual work and thus inherendy
unfair . There are those who will argue that a change
toward a 12 or 14-point system would just increase
the already intense level of academic competition that
now exists. This is a very cogent and persuasive
argument but it fails to aid the hard-working B+
student who receives no tangible recognition for his
added effort.
The language requirement is another very important academic top ic th at is always on everybody 's mind.
At the EPC meeting on Ttiesday, September 20th , the

Academic Life Chairperson Mike Scott
Photo by Mark Shanklan d
committee passed a motion that would allow any
language courses prerequisite to courses numbered 124
or its equivalent to be taken on a P/F or conventionally
graded basis. Of course, at present this only applies
to the freshman class now at Colby. This entire issue
must come before the October faculty meeting for
resolution. In a broader sense, it is my hope that this
particular issue marks a beginning of a critical discussion of the vitality and'overall validity of the
language requirement in the late 1970's.
Perhaps the most substantive issue of this year
will be a proposed reduction of the course load from
five to four. The merits and drawbacks of this proposal have to be discussed at length , but I feel that

In a broader sense, 1 feel that the intellectual
climate of the 1970's may help to stifle needed
reform here at Colby. I feel that the prevailing
attitude toward change necessarily equates it with
an untid y disruption of the status quo with prob able
undesirable consequences. I believe that at Colby
any tendency to denigrate the possible positive aspects
of change, particularly in the academic arena, could
m ove us toward a stultifying conservatism in which
incrementalisrh and even academic immobility would
be the norm.
It is my idea that Colby s ends are more th an
admirable, i.e., the development of a rich and varied
liberal arts curriculum and the emergence of self-aware,
critical human beings. However, I feel that students
have too little impact in determining the academic
means to those ends. I am not advocating far-reaching
reforms in the institutional structure, but, rather, a
new attitude on the part of the faculty and the administration toward the capabilities and intellectual
attri butes of the students here at Colby. Only when
they believe that students are willing to be responsible
and far-sighted in attempting to solve the academic
problems here at Colby will they allow the student
voice to have a greater say in the real power relationships. Thus, we should all make a reassessment of
the roles that we all play at Colby and , hopefull y,
the student role in academic decisions can be increased.
This is my major goal while in office.
In conclusion , I'd like to make it clear that I
do not inten d my tenure to be despotic. Within the
next two weeks, I will be conducting an academic
poll on many issues and you r participation is essential
to the fruition of any of my endeavors this year.
I hope that we can leave a legacy of positive academic
growth behind us during my term that will make
Colby a more receptive and dynamic institution in
the future.

Falt eringATO Seeks to ReviveMembership
by Jane Ekland and Sue-Ellen Shea
Members and pledges of Alp ha Tau Omega,
which has recently run into problems, say their
fraternity is any th i ng but dead.
ATO was p laced on probation last year
by the college when it failed to meet the
required number of brothers. Th e minimum
occupancy figure for each fraternity is 20% below
ATO's own Prudenti al
an optimal living capacity.
Comrinittee (Colby ATO alumni who are the legal
owners of the ATO house on campus ) authorized
this takeover.
Th e house is n ow offi cially a d ormi t ory,
with' four p ledges, who were not allowed to be
initiated last year, an d f our brothers occu py ing
the ' second floor , ' women occupying " the third
floor, and Head Resident Chip Child living in the
ground floor suite.
ATO'S Dave Corban attributed last year's de
clinirag pledges to lack of interest and poor
management. "You have to maintain good leadershi p," he said.
¦
The sch ool is handling t he building 's finances un t il. ATO is again well established. According to' Corban , t hough , the frat is financially
of alumni sound," primarily due t o a hig h l^ vel
suj fport in past years. ; prescrit ly '.'the alurnrii arc
' g a renewed interest ir?'*4 the* ATO' chap t er,
slxbwm
t
\ a meeting with alumni on Sept. 21,
ATO's Prudential Chief DaVc Dudley stated the
first priority for, the frat is to ,, find new pledges.
Mark Cccelskl said the meeting went well.
"They 're as op t im'isric as we arc. Wc will >|
,>
and we 'll see • •". 7
planned,
have . ft .pledge- •¦ program
"•
¦ **
¦
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Corban said the frat will start having
"The
rush parties soon to attract new pledges.
pr oblem is we don 't have many brothers so we
don't have many fun ds."
The unf orsecn expense in hiring Chip
Child, whom the administration installed as
Head Resident when ATO became a fraternity

They are
is being charged to the ATO account.
because
of
Child's
salary
being required to furnish
the years unusual set of circumstances.
Tlie new female tenants are very happy
By an agreement
with the dormitory arrangement.
between college housing officials and the president
of ATO, they were selected by the fraternity
As Associate
members to live on the third floor.
Dean of Students James Gillespie stated , "No "
one has been forced into the house."

It 's not
One resident said, "I love it.
noisy at all."
«•] like it a lot.
Louise Swift agreed.
The rooms are really nice. They 're not like
cells.
It's reall y qu iet and you don 't get disturbed."
Fu ture plans for the frat do not include
women on the top flo or , though , according to
"What we'd like ;to do within 1 a"' year
Corban.
and a half is to get twenty in the house.
We're going t o have close to t en nex t year plus
six or seven new pledges."
In recent years certain frat members have
been disillusioned with the National ATO, to
which each pays a $120 initiation fee.
One
. j 'P WMcd . mcr-*^
.

of them except for pins and magazines. They
have a lot of very strict guidelines.
As far as
Colby is concerned, frats are very different."
He added that the National ATO has rush prograt
and several special requirements for frats which are
not appropriate for the Colby ATO.

Way ne Lang, former ATO Vice President,

agreed:
uati on. "

"This is not your stereotypical frat sit-

According to Gillespie, ATO's "future is
still open " and "in the hands of the alumni. "
He said, h owever that the national ATO organization is "seriously concerned" with the ATO
Dean Gillespie stated that
fra ternity on campus.
t he college h as n o plans for ATO at pr esent an d
will wait to see "what happens t o t h e fra terni ty
itself."
Members arc also disturbed by an item in
the Student Handbook which refers to ATO as a
"Halfway llousc'1.
"We arc not a halfway

h ouse as said in t he St uden t Han db ook ," Cecel-

ski stated.
"ATO is a frat and there *are n o problems
now and t h ere will be no probl e ms," said Cccelski.
"There were problems as far as the past people
wh o w ere here ,' ' but it 's a whole dif fer en t crew
now and things are going really well."
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by Liz Shackford
Whether your tastes tend toward modern elect-

ronic music or Bach' s fugues controversial modern

drama or light opera, there should be something to
capture your imagination Ln the Fine Arts program
this year at Colby. While it is still too early to produce
a complete calendar, each of the departments has events
plwuied well into the year utilizing both student
talent and professional expertise.
Coming up very quickly in the Music department
is the first of the Colby music series on Oct . 5
featuring the Tokyo String Quartet. This ensemble
of youn g mu si cian s ha s won con siderable renown
throughout the world; the New York Times praises
them for ""the extraordinary precision and elegance
of the playing and for the exquisitely matched beauty
of tone." Throughout the year, the music series will
produce there other concerts featuring Ruth Laredo,
an America n pianist, the Mew Black Eagle Ja zz Band,
and Ani Kavafian, a distinguished violinist.
Other musical events planned for this year
include a series of Vesper concerts on Sunday afternoons in Lorimer Chapel. Performing musicians will
include Adel Heinrich and Eliot Schwartz, a professor
at Bowdoin College whose field is electronic music,
as well as students in Colby's music programs.
Band concerts are scheduled and a presentation by
Professor Heinrich on the Higher Forms of the Fugue
and the Art of the Fugues of Bach is planned f or
November 9 in Bixler.
The Glee Club has plans for an active year also.
Bach's "Magnificat" will be performed first semester,
and an exchange concert has been arranged for second
semester. In addition there are plains for a collaboration between the Glee Club a newly instituted Opera
class, and "Powder and Wig" to produce Bertold Brecht's
"Three Penny Opera." This will mark the culmination
of Che years events and is scheduled for May 3,4,5
and 6. While the majority of the performers will be
Colby students, there are plans to bring in a professional actor to sing the lead and , tentatively, a guest
costume and set designer.
This is not to imply that the best is being
saved for last. Powder and Wig is planning an^equally
impressive opening event Tonight actor/playwright
Christopher Childs will bring An Evening with Henry
David Thoreau : Clear Sky, Pure Light to Colby.,
Childs has received numerous favorable reviews on his

work which takes the form of a long monologue and
has perforned it all over New England (including Concord , Thoreau 's home). Coming up on Oct. 6,7, and
8 is a student-directed play written b y Elaine Ma y
entitled "Adaptation". In November, the first full
length production of the year is to be produced :
Eu gene O'Neil 's "Desire Under the Elms". Dr. Suss
will both play the lead and give a lecture presentation
on the work.
At least six more one act pl ays will b e produced
during the year. Among them are: Neil Simon 's
"Plaza Suite " (the third act), W.B. Yeats' "At the
Hawks Well" and "The Onl y Jealousy of Emir ", and
D avid Rabe 's ex p losive drama protesting Vietnam:
"Sticks and Bones". And on April 12 through 15 ,
the musical "Pippin " is to be performed.
Other areas of the arts will not be idle either.
Beginning October 2 and running through the 31st at

Novelist Thomas Williams, winner of the
1975 National Book Award for "The Hair of
Harol d Roux," will present a reading at 8 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 6, in Given Auditorium. .
Williams is a professor of English at the
University of New Hampshire and the author of
seven n ovels, including The Hair of Harold Roux
winner of the 1975 National Book Award for
fiction.

r\lc_J 3

the museum is an exhibition of work by Fairfield Porter,
recipient of an honorary degree from Colby in 1969.
A longtime resident of Penobscot Bay, Porter's work
suggests the Impressionists while demonstrating a quiet
naturalism that encourages peaceful reflection. Porter's
art is very m uch a part of the American tradition ,
echoing such artists as Homer and Bellows, but a
uni que depth of contemplation distinguishes his work
from theirs. Following the Porter exhibition will be
a display of works from Colby's collection.
The Colb y Dance rs have plans for at least two
recitals; the firs t on November 18 and 19 and the
second, a student-produced program by Lee Roberts
in March.
For those interested in performing rather than
observing, these groups are always looking for new
faces. The Friends of Music, an organization independent of Colby, devotes its time to musical programs
performed by its members. The group meets every
second Tuesday of the month at different member's
homes in the area. Guests are invited to come and
play or sing; anyone interested can call Michell Duffy
at extension 293 for information. Topics for discussion include "Skowhegan Sketches" an excercise in
improvisational piano and vocal music, the Romantic
Period in Music and a special performance by the
Bett Trio , a local chamber music group.
It is going to be a full year at Colby in the area i
of Fine Arts. Not only are the scheduled events
numerous but they are' varied and hopefully appealing .
to many different interests.

art
Examples of 18th century portraiture, one of the important forms of painting in this country at the time, to
contemporary works of Andrew Wyeth, Neil Wcllivcr and
John Heliker will be on exhibit through September in the
Colby College Museum of Art.
Also featured will be selections from the American
Heritage Collection of "primitives," anonymou s and untrained artists who we're especially active during the 19th
v,.'.: „. .
century.
According to museum director Hugh Gourley, the exhibit is the first, time in several months that the gallery will
have on display selections exclusively from Colby's collection.
It replaces the well received inaugural of a North American
tour of .works by Cesar Domela. His Collection of geometric
reliefs is now on view at Dartmouth College.

literature ^^

Author Thomas Williams
and

He is a recipient of many major literary

ac ademic award s, including the 0. Henry

Award, a Gu ggenh eim Fello wshi p, a Dial Fellowship for Fiction, the Roos/Atkins Literary Award,
>¦
and a Rockefeller Foundation Grant. He has
published numerous poems , essays and short
stories in Esquire, Tbe New Yorker, Saturday Evening Post and other publications, and his stories
have been widely anthologized.
In addition to The Hair of Harold Roux,
Williams' novels include Town Burning (a 1960
National Book Award nominee), Ceremony of
Love, Th e Night of Trees, A High New House,
Whipple 's Castle and Tsuga 's Children.
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A collection of 95 paintings, watercolors and pastels
|
by American artists of the Impressionist period , .given to the
Colby College Museum of Art by Mr. and Mrs. Ellerton M.
Jette, began last week a two-year tour of art museums in
this country and the Philippines.
WE CARRY THE FINEST LINES IN MAINE
Traveling under the auspices of the International Exhibitions Foundation , Washington , D.C., the exhibit will opei
Oct. 1 at The Columbus (Ohio) Gallery of Fine Arts and
111 Fl
GUITARS
conclude in mid-Jxily, 1980, at The Baltimore (Md.) Museum
Mcintosh
Dual
Alvarcz-Yairi
of Art.
Klipsch
Gibson
Among the 15 museums on the itinerary will be The i Tandberg
Yamaha
Cizek
Martin
Metropolitan Museum of Manila, Philippines; The Oklahoma
Ortofon
Guild
Museum of Art , Oklahoma City i The R.W. Nortoii Art Gal- Advent
Technics
Audio-Teabnica
Yamaha
lery, Shreveport , La.i The Elvehjem Art Center, The University of Wisconsin, Madisoni and the Memorial Art " "
Gallery, Umvesity of Rochester (N.Y.)
NEW ENGLAND MUSIC COMPANY
129 Main St,
872-5754
072-8141
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fl theatre
A dramatic portrait of Henry David Thoreau , Clear Pure
Light ," will open the 1977-78 Theater season at
Sky,
Colby toni ght at 7:30 in Strider Theater.
A Parents ' Weekend performance will take place tomorrow ni ght at 8:15. Tickets will be available at the door.
-Christo pher Childs , author and director who has lived
in Thoreau 's Concord and its environs for most of his life,
will portray the famous author in a one-rnan performance.
"Clear Sky, Pure Light " opened in Thoreau 's native
Concord in J uly, 1975. The response was immediate and
enthusiastic: Concord critic Rebecca Ruggles acclaimed it as
a token of the town 's respect for her most famou s son, " a
thoug htful and dignified production " which seemed less' a
performance than " an intimate talk. " It was, she concluded ,
"' as if Thoreau had come back for a day to tell us a few of
the things he thoug ht most important. "
A dramatic portrait in two acts , "Clear Sky, Pure
Light " earned from its first audiences comparison with Henry Fonda 's characterization of lawyer Clarence Darrow and
Hal Holbrook 's famous "Mark Twain Tonight. " Draw n from
"Walden, from A Week on the Concord and Merrimack Rivers, from the essays "Civil Disobedience " and "After the
Death of Jo hn Brown ," and from lesser know n passages in
Thoreau 's J ourna l and his personal correspondence , the
liour-and-a-half one-man show presented Thoreau as a multifaceted individualist. It captured him in light momen ts as
well as serious ones, and was revelatory of the private as well
as the public man. Testimonial to its success is the forthright comment of Walter Harding , Thoreau ' s prin cipal modern
biograp her :
I went to see "C lear Sky, Pure Light " with a great
deal of skepticism . How could anyone recre ate
satisfactorily for me the Henr y Thoiea u that I had
devoted my lifetime to studying? But within ten
minutes of the curtain raisin g, I had bee n won over .
Here was the Thoreau I knew-standing and talkin g
before me. It was a great -evening.

Dr. Hardiag 's conclusion w»s .echoed universall y by
the Concord audiences-by lifelong Thoreauvians and
by those whose chief inter est lay in the dramatic
qualit y of the piece.
Since its summer run in Concord , "Clear
Sky , Pure Light " has been warml y received by
audien ces rang ing from college and pr eparatory
school students to patrons of a benefit per form ance
for the Thoreau Lyceaum; wherever it has been
performed , it has left its audiences m oved and
An investiga tion of the relation
•houahtful.

music
RE CORD RE VIEW
After having held the reputati on as a hyperactive
slightly unf ocused party band for so long, the J .
Geils Band (now called simply Ce ils ) new recording
Monkey Isla nd is welcomed as a breath of fresh
air.
After a long line of record s in which any
one selection was to an extent , on excess of. the
one th at pr oceeded it (particularly when considering
the disappointing red undancy of the live efforts ),
tlSis record emerges as a pr emedita ted act of rebirth , conceived out of a realization that a change
was needed.
The first side is so full of happiness and
life , th at dancing and singing along are a must.
"Surrender " is a jumpy lyrical dialogue between
Wolf and co-leadist (here) Cissy Hous ton , who enThe
gages in verbal sparring for her virginity.
tune possesses a definite sense of humor which
rejeucs it from mere silliness.
On "You 're " . the
Only One, " Majic Dick' s harp becomes a sweetly
seduc tive messenger of love, aided by Wolf' s su r"I Do '! the albu m 's
prising ly gentle vocalizing.
most obvious single at just about three minutes in
leng th, is a jumpy song performed at break-neck
'
'iMed ; • utllfeitiK • 'hMdrtW * 'nhfl ' Ufld- ^W VW'hfl ? "

~ Christopher Childs as Henry David
between Thoreau 's philosophy and his character ,
it is in many respects the substantiation of a
No better measure of its effectiveliterary legend.
ness could be offered than the appraisal of
Eugene H. Walk er , President of the nationa l
Thor eau Society :

R&B base.
Here it is the horns and stnngs ,
used for . the first time so prevalendy, that make
the song special. They may not have the presence
or immediacy of today 's more direc tly R&B •
root ed groups , such as those ' of Southside J ohnny,
but they are extremely tight , opting instead for
a more stre amlined stu dio sound .
The side closer ,
"I' m Falling ," concerns emotions when on the road
whi ch are a bit obscurel y and dramaticall y stat ed,
awing much to a superb Bob Seger tu ne which
expresses arrangement and the tasteful strings whi ch
keep this song unique and effective,
The title tune , which leads off the second
side , begi ns with an intriguing R&B intr oductory
progression; consistin g of an almost latin beat ,
energized with rolieking p iano and organ , f ollowed
by a forboding guitar lead . These instruments make
their exit in an inverse order , leaving only the
beat , which slows down prac tically to begin anew.
So modified , it moves into the body of the song
where it is joined by the equally unsettling voice
of Wolf.
He tells the story of death and desolation which is Monkey Island, and becomes the
song with the effect to which "Hotel California "
"I' m Not Toug h" is
aspired , but did not get.
ccc
of
funk,
hi ghligh ted by t he
a burles qu e P'
ever-presen t barrelhouse keyboards ,, handclaps , and
references to .".
. wild women. . ." Promising
keyboards lead int o "So Good' ! which also tises
extensive horns and strings to its maximu m advan tage .
It is this influx of bri ght and soaring

Thoreau

in "Clear Sky, Pure

Li ght "

"Clear Sky, Pun L«bt " adueves the difficult and
remarkable goal of mkcata t fnaa pagei of
silent print the living Henry Thoieau . . .
A poetic and glowing portrayal that in the
span of a short evening reveals why Thoreau 's
star is of first magnitude.

The Compa gnie Bernard Uzau , Fr ench Theater in Boston , will present two perf ormances of Sartre 's Huis Clos on
Sunday, October 16 at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. in Colb y 's Strider
Theater.
Tickets arc available in the Modern Langua ge Office
(L323) at $1.50 for students , and $2.00 general admission.
The Uzan Trou pe's visit to Colby is being sponsored
by the French Club and the Department of Modem Foreign
Languag es.

Elaine May 's offbeat one-act comedy,
"Adaptati on," will be performed Oct. 6-8 in
Strider Thea ter.
All three performances will begin at 8 p.m.
The Powder and Wig Production
is direct ed by Colby junior Savas Zcmbillai. .
«ttHKKt$ ttKK *4HMItt
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Stu-A Films Presents:
Saturday , October 1st ;
Lovejoy 100

SHAMP OO
7:00 and 9:30'
Admission
$1.00

much of its new - found life,
It ' would bc a happy en ough situ ation if
the case was simply that someone or something
had saved Geils from the dange rous redundancy of
their earli er stu ff.
But on
Monkey Isla nd the
real salvati on is that they have saved themselves.

spor t s
Football:
Middlebury
Mauls Mules

"I Play " Philosop hy

By Rus Lodi

8
j*

Overwhelmed in every phase of the game,
There is change in the air at Colby. Youj
the Colby Mules were humiliated Saturday by
may have noticed the new paint in the dorms, ceij
Middlebury, 56-14.
tainly Roberts Union and the Mudd Science Buildinl
The game was rtfever in doubt.
The
have caught your eye, but are you aware of . the g
Middlebu ry offense scored early and often , relying
change coming from the Athletic Complex? It is |
on a running attack that steam rolled for 411
"I PLAY!" and it is the all new program of in;\J
total yards.
If this were not enough, Q.B. Matt
mural athletics at Colby College.
'^
Winslow completed 14 out of 16 passes for 127
"I PLAY" stands for a concept of athletic
yds.
And, the Middlebury defense never ' allowed
participation that is truly uni que to this campus.
Colby the chance to sustain a consistent offense
Literally, "I PLAY" means Intramural Participation
one the ground or through the air.
Leading to an Active You !, but the point of emIt was a demoralizing debut for the Mules
In
phasis goes deeper than the words themselves.
who had hoped to> stay in the game with a wide
,
where
million:
this new age of athletic participation
open offense under the direction of Frosh Q.B.
of people are j ogging, swimming, playing tennis for
Paul Belanger. However, Middlebury was too talented the sake of their all around fitness and health,
physically and was a much stronger force than
Colby has taken the cue and is implementing a
any of the teams Colby had met in pre-season
new approach to intramural athletics. This year
play.
Unfortunately, both teams realized early that
at Colby will see time set ' aside for cross country
the game was a mismatch and played accordinglyrunning, bicycling, tennis, table tennis, skiing, even
J amie Hansman leaping against Bates
Middlebury with confidence and Colby with growing
frisbee throwing, and many other traditional and
frustrati on.
not so traditional activities. All of these athletic
"Middlebury was in control all the way"
events come under the new concept of I PLAY |
said a dismayed Coach McGee.
"We didn't
intramurals.
.m^
belong
on
the
same
field.
"
The
new
Director
of
Intramurals
at
Colby
by Ajtne Husse y
Indeed, Colby didn 't.
Save for a brief
is Gene DeLorenzo, a Colby graduate who is in•¦* Varsity soccer coach, Mark Serdjenian , s pleased second quarter uprising triggered by a Belanger
tensely aware of the problems that have plagued
;
the intramural program in the past.
Formerly
This drive eventually stalled but
50 yd. run.
with the abilities of the team this far, and has hi gh
called IFL (Intra-Fraternity League) his first step
expectations regarding the record . Mark, a 1973 grad- ' Middlebury fumbled the ball back to the Mules
was to design a new format that speaks for all
uate of Colby, has put together a new offense and
who capitalized on the break when Belanger
Colby students. Participation and involvement are
defense Ln hopfes to utilize the versatility of all memfound Reid Cassidy with a 20 yd. scoring
bers of the team.
strike. Middlebury answered this surge with another the cornerstones on Nwhich he hopes to build this
He claims that the team is much improved
new program.
By giving the new program a new
methodical touchdown drive and Colby found
1
name and new emphasis it is hoped that all
over last year, mainly due to returning lettermen, who
itself losing 28-7 at halftime.
for various reasons were unable to play last fall: Larry
students
on
campus
will
take
a
respite
from
the
j
in
the
secon-d
Things continued to go wrong
Hill, Dave LaLiberty, and Doug Lewing.
Another major half.
ngors of the Colby academic load and allow their
Middlebury proved to have capable reserves
advantage is the depth provided by three freshmen :,/
physical being to enjoy the benefits of the "I
and the score kept climbing.
Colby tried
Dick Muther, Tim Rice, and Josh Burns.
PLAY!" program.
to make the game respectable via the passes of
Other members of the team are:captains Chip
As you progress through this school year
defense
alternate Q,B. Frank Sears but Middlebury's
'
Shel
you
will
notice visible evidence of the "I PLAY!"
•
seniors
Sam
Koch,
Steve
Celata
.
Child and Doug Giron,
successfully closed off the air waves.
"Virden, Tom Suddath, and Gib Pitcairn, and juniors
ideal - New "I PLAY!" boards are going up on
managed to break free for a 17-yd. scoring run
campus with complete roster, rules , scheduling andtf^
Bruce Henderson, Jamie Hansman, Andy Huber, Mark
in the 3rd quarte* but. by that time, the game
hLizza.
The
two
sop
information
about the "I PLAY!" activities planned
and
Bob
Sean
Smith,
Dalton,
was settled and the clock only had to run out
this
year.
The ECHO will be carrying highlights
omores are Bob Slutz and Paul Wade.
to finalize the affair.
and information as well as WMHB.
Also, the
The first game was an easy 2-0 victory over
The few bright spots for Colby were on
's
Director
office
will
be
open
at
any
time to anyLowell University.
Colby dominated much of the game, offense.
Flanker Mark Higgins and tackle Don
firing 26 shots at the Lowell goal.
L.U. rallied back
Furcillo; on defense Bob Dorval, Phil McCarthy and one who would care to discuss any aspect of the
program. The extension is 227 and Gene's office
newcomer Harry Hadiaris.
with only six shots on goal, five of those
is
located in the Women's P.E. Department upsaved by goalie Larry Hill and one saved by fullback
Next week., Colby hopes to prove that this
stairs in the Fieldhouse.
Doug Lewing. Scoring for Colby were Sean Smith,
game was a fluke when they host Wesleyan..
at
Do
and Mark Dalton with an assist from Dave LaLiberty.
The Mules need
Game starts
1:30.
attend.
^
The secopd game, against Bates, was not
•^MtA * ^m\m*^Lm0 ¦)!# "ibW ^LmP ^Lmt ^LmW^mmm * m\mP *"taW
vocal support.
'"'j ''•" ^**
^^^ *^^ ^^n^^^ ^^^ ^W^ *^W^^ ^^ '^•^^ •^
played as. well as the first. Bates outran Colby to
Gene DeLorenzo seems to bc a person who
ia 1-0 score, seeming ly leaving the Mules winded. .
is sincerely in terested in the physical well being
Colby started the game slowly and continued that way
of every Colby student.
By expanding the intrauntil the last qu arter when the pressure was mou nting.
mural
program
and changing its title, Gene certainl y j
Playing aggressively for the Colby Mules were Tim
seems intent on helping all students remain
Rice, Dave LaLiberty, and Jamie Hansman .
J
" ph ysi call y healthy.
The J.V. team this year is coached by Mickey
Furthermore, he believes am
accessible in t ramura l program is the best way to
Goulet (the Varsity Hockey coach) who has made a
I
marked difference in the attitude of the team. Claiming
get everyone involved.
Take this program"!
that speed is their strength , the J.V. team out>
seriously.
I have alread y heard peop le laugh this
ran Lowell University 3-1. Goals were scored by
program off because they think there is an element
of childish spirit involved.
Jim Dwyer , Herb Perry, and Charlie Higginson.
HigTo those people, I ¦
ginsons goal was a head shot , yet two minutes later
issue a challenge:
Meet me in the fieldhouse
he cracked his collarbone and is out for the year.
lobb y 9:00 AM Saturday and show me where the
Members of the J.V, team are s John Greenspan ,
Pool is.
}Xl
,
Violette,
Ken
T
ho
mas
Blake Ftodess, Jim Baer ,
Jay
Ed Rowland , John Dolbcc, John Lyman., Scott
***** ****** ***
Ham ilton , , Lyn Lawrence, and Tom Bertrp . Other
On Saturday, October I, 1977, the Colby
members are:Townc Barnes, Alfred o Seabury,
Rugby-Football Clu b will do battle a«ainst the
J oel Harris, Stew Babbot, Bill Borinstien , Ken Gall,
rumoured might of UMO. The duel between
And Ellio t Pratt.
the two opposing teams of combatants is
The game against Bates proved more tiring than
scheduled to commence at 12 noon on home
ground.
The exact location will be disclosed
Lowell , but ended in defeat . Going into overtime
at a later date. All those who wish to lend m
with a 2-2 score, Colby lost ?-2.
Goalie John Greenvocal suppor t arc invi ted to attend this ffrst pf
span kept the game close by making several Itey saves.
a scries of matches, which promises to live up
Forth coming action is Saturday when the two
t
o t he slogan "Rugby players give . (their oppo-^
Herb Perry bustles for J ayvee4> i- >< - xh 'j V
'
squads face Babson , starting time 2iOO. " ' '

Soccer Team Splits Pair
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Yanks Have
Sunk Sox Before
by

Cross Country :

Both Sexes Cop Wins

Lodjr

Rus

If you find the September swoon of the
'77 Red Sox fru strating, be th ankful that it is
not 1949.
That fall, while Russia was -unveiling its
own ato m bomb , the Red Sox excited their fans
In the final
by winning 21 out of 25 games.
,
Ted
Williams
and
company
season
week of the
Sports
moved ahead of the Yankees by 1 game.
fans in both cities tensed as each team cam into
its final two games-agairist each other-in Yankee
Stadium!
The first gamey played before almost 70,000
p eople- was proceeded by ceremonies honoring the
great Yankee hero , J oe . Dimaggio. Gifts *given to J oe
included $7,500; 2 cars , a boat , lima beans , Jtnd
The crowd cheered
J OO quarts of ice ' cream.
wildly as Dimaggio donated the cash to charity
and thanked the fans for their loyal support thoug hout his prou d tenur e with the Yankees.

Dimaggio, Page, & big boss MacPhai l
Adding to the wave of Yankee emotion
was the fact that Dimaggio, weakened by a severe
case of viral pn eum onia , w as play ing his first game
in 14 days . His effect on Yankee fans and
players was similar to what Willis Reed did for
teammat es
in '71:
the Knicks against the Lakers
and fans rec eived inspiration from an ailing super star.
Witness the results of the first game.
After the Red Sox jumped to a 4-0 lead , a
Dima ggio d oubl e ignited the Yankee squad , Thev
began to chip away at the lead ty ing t he scor e
at 4 in the 8th inning . Meanwhile , Yank r eliever
J oe Page , a 1940 Sparky Lyle , was on his way
to holding the Sox hitless over the final 6- 111
innings.
After the game he explained his success.
''When ever I got a little tired , I looked at that
guy (Dimagg io), and said "If he can play the way
he feels, I can pitch forever. ''
Page didn 't have
tot long legged outfielder J ohnny Lindell capped
this emotional game with a solo 8th inning
homer , and the Yanks pulled into a flatfbbted tie
,:
with the Sox, vdnnlng '\' the '}' ga^e/;5.'4
The
• The next gome wash 't really close.
'.Yankees built a 5,-0 lea*d for pitching ac£ ;yic
Raschi who held on for d 5-3 win and the
pennan ti Casey Stenge ls first as' a ' Yankee manager.
Thus , the Sox, ever so close, Were sent back to
Bost on for t he win t er while t he' Yankees went on
to ." beat Brooklyn in th js World Series.
So Red Sox fans, take solace in the fact
that J ackson, Lyle et. al will not have the chance
t o dash you r hopes on t he final day of , the
season ,
The '77 fall of the Red Sox will not
be as painfu l or as sudden as the one they
¦
^»ft« w <!, .> Wv -. , : . , , . ,. . ';,, .;., ,.,*.- .. .. . .
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by Lama Littlef ield
After more than a hundred years of maledomination in cross country runnin g at Colby, the
women are ready to show their prowess on the
distance course.
Newly organized - under the directi on of
Coach Wally . Covell, and throug h the painsta king
efforts of captain Barb Neal, the "REL Striders "
look optimistic ally to a challeng ing season with
five scheduled meets.
Two rallies have been slated
against Bowdoin : October 5, home at 3 :00, and
on October 19, away at Bowdoin.
Sand wiched
between these two dates is a dual meet at
Plymouth State.
Also a NESCA C meet is to be
held at Amherst on October 15, while the date
of an additional meet versus Unity is yet to be
announced.
In order to prepare for the upcomin g
competition , practices are held on a daily basis
with an avera ge of 40 miles covered per week.
Daily jaunts are anywhere between five and ten
miles.
Pa 'cework and stamina-building techni ques
are stresses
Team members inclu de:
Barb Neal,
Caroline Weeks , Barbara Cooper , Karen
Sondergeld , Lau ra Littlefield , J o Marie Venti , and
Cody Harper.
On Wednesda y, September 21, despite cold
rain and ankle-deep mud , four members of the
women 's team joined their male counterparts in
defeating a similarl y mixed team at Unity.
Barbara Cooper defeated Unity 's number one woman
and was closely followed by Karen Sondergeld ,
Laura Littlefield , and J oma Venti , leaving the
remaining Unity woman to fend for her own.
Insp ired by their recent success and jelled
together with a close team spirit , the women
enthusiasticall y await their first , real challenge
against Bates this Friday at home.

Sailo rs Cruise To
Win, Sixth Place
by Bob Kellogg.
The Colby Sailing Team opened the fall season
Saturday, Sept. 17, with victories in two separate
events at the Maine Mari time Academy in Cast ine,
In 3 0' Shields Class sloops , skipper G eoff
Emanuel outsailed crews from Bowdoin , Orono ,
and Maine Maritim e, finishin g with a second and
two firsts in the first three races.
In the fourth
race , th e Colby crew was forced to withdraw afte r
incorrecdy roundin g a mark.
However , the crew,
which included Tim Hussey, Fred M a d eira , and
Ingrid Gjesteb y, was able to maintain its first place
standing.
The othe r event, in Lark Class ding hi es, w as
sailed in t wo divisi ons , each school having a boat
in each division.
In the A-division , Skip Neville
and Betsy Williams finished second (1,5 ,2 ,3 ,2) to
a well-sailed Maine Maritime boat (2,4,1,1,1).
However, Bob Kellogg and Anne Hu ssey won
the final two ra ces in the B-division (2,2,3,1,1),
topping that division and edging out Maine Maritime by one poin t in the overall standings.
Orono ,.
UVM, and Bowdoin finished third , fourth , and fifth ,
respectively, in the Lark event.
On 'Sa turday, Sept. 24, the team traveled to
Tufts for the Lane Tro phy Regatta to compete
agains t thir teen other New (England colleges. The
regatta ' was held in Lark Class dinghi es on Mystic
Lake in Medford , Mass. Winds were light and
rain fell th roughout the day. Charlie Hurd and
J ane t Sarirrry sailed to eighth place in die A-division
(5, 11,8,4). Geoff Emanuel and Lisa Klein placed
fourth in. trite B-division (2, 7,4,6), puttin g Colby in a
tic with M.I.T. for sixth place in the overall standings.
Williams College , not well known for their sailing, sur prised everyo ne by topp ine the fourteen boat fleet.
Sailing powers Yale and Tuf ts finished second and
t hird , respectively.
This coming weekend the team will compete
in the Penobsco t Bay Open Regatta at
¦ Maine Maritime Aca4erny( »\ ; a ii . o»vn '» i>w\ .'. •, ' « ' .

by Feinber g
7 the Colby men 's cross-country team put a
damper on Maine Maritime 's Parents ' Weekend last
Satut;day by swamping the Middies 15-48 during the
half-time of their football , game .
Starting from their own end zone, the Middies
broke fast in an attempt to leave the Colby
runners on an unfamiliar course. The :Mules hung
tight for about a mile befor e moving as a team to
the front of the field.
The Main e Maritime runners
evidently
out
on the only formid able
allowed . this,
hill the course offered.
Termed as " monstrous , an
abomination ," the ar ticulate J on Bees and teammates
took the hill and the series of little hills that
followed , ever-increasing their lead. :
Along the remainder of the 5.1 mile course,
Captain Dan Ossoff and Tim Bernard moved
to the front and eased home, remarkably only nine
seconds off the course record.
Fresh man
Phil Hough was very tough in taking third despite
J on Bees was fourth , followed
a painful leg injury.
Moinahan
and Duncan Whitney
by freshman Neil
and then the first Maritime finisher.
The comp etition , from here , gets toug her.
Saturday, the harriers travel to Boston to face
Tufts , Central Conne cticut , and Boston University ,
and on Wednesday, Oct. 5, Bowdoin runs nere ,
the race beginnin g at 3:00 in front of the fieldhouse.
The team can be characteri zed as' inexperienced
and depthless -, yet solidity was added last week by
the cool perfo rmance of the freshmen ; and the squad
works hard , rising to run at 6:00 AM and then in
the afternoon a couple of times each week. Ossoff
best summed up the team 's oudook : "Last
year , we looked at the schedule and figured out our
record.
This year , everyone 's just become the
next opponent. "

Field Hockey Begins
b y Carol Sly

Last Wednesday , the team opened their season
on a rainy field against Nasson with a decisive 8-0
win.
It was a well played game, with Colby playing
Passes were completed
wide-open , int elligent hockey.
with accurac y and the stick work was consistentl y
" on ". The emp hasis was on offense, with thiryFreshman J ane Hart gell had a
two shots on goal.
Blair
third of those shots , playing tight inner.
Washburn and Nancy Chap in both scored hat tricks
by rushing and being positioned to deflect in the
Two more goals
steady stream of centered ba lls.
were scored by Sue Meyer bring ing the total to
eight.
Friday 's game against Farmi ngton was toug her.
U.M.F. scor ed on the opening play and Colby
played catch up hocke y for th e rest of the
Blair Washburn scored in the fiist half and
game.
J ane Hartzell answered the second U.M.F , goal
at the end of the second period.
Defense was challenged by the U.M.F. 4-4-2
line up.
By dropping one forward back to the
half-back position , U.M.F. had four half-backs available to do a lot of doubling up on the Colb y
I t was difficult to make spaces and get
forward s.
Sara Bunnell
the ball throug h to th e forward line.
nlayed well in goal to preserve th e tic.
Following their efforts Friday, the team rose
Colby travelled to
for an earl y departure Saturday.
Wheaton to play on a slippery , muddy outfield in a
steady rain broken only by a series of downpours.
The chances for scoring seemed to come in spurts ,
as Colby never reall y gain ed complete control of the
game.
J ane Hartzell again had the most shots on
goal , and scored Colby 's only goal that tied things
up for the first half.
W heaton scored twice in
in the second half
making the final score 3-1.
Goalie Sara Bunnell played well with ^eleven saves.
She also preven ted Wheaton 's attempt
to score on a penalty stroke , which is a one- onone a ttempt to score against the goalie.
This week Colby continues its season with
three games.
Tuesday 's against Thomas will be
followed by two of the toug he r games on
Thursday the team plays Bate s and
the schedule .
Both games are
Sa t u r day 's game is against U.M.O.
'
, ,. r il , l , J li ; ,!,. , ,, . ¦.
at home. ( „, . . . , , |; „ , _ .,
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Rober ts Renovati on:
Slow an d Steady
by Lea Jackson
Alter what has seemed to be countless months
of planning, debate, and (ultimately) construction,
the renovation of Roberts Union is nearing its
final stages. According to Dean of Students Earl
Smith, the new stu dent union should be ready for
full use by the end of Jan. Plan. In addition to
the familar services that were previously housed in
Roberts, facilities being added inclu de a Post Office
and a much needed combin ation Spa/PubThe government sponsored Post Office
on the second floor , has recently been completed.
It offers the same services as the downtown Waterville Post Office.
Stamps and money orders may
be purchased here, and a full package service is
available.
Each student also has been issued his/
her individual p ost office box.
Also completed and functioning are the
ceramics room, located on the ground floor',Stu-A,
and new Director of Student Activities Pat Chasse's
offices on the second floor, and the Colby Echo
offices and the new WWHB studio on the third.
A new dining hall is scheduled to open shortly,
the serving capacity of the new facility is twice
that of the old Roberts dining hall.
Shortly thereafter, the first floor will be
completed.
This floor will include the Bookstore, lobby, a small gallery, arid the information
There will also be a fully-equipped kitchen
desk.
for banquets.
The new Spa/Pub is scheduled to
open by the start of second semester.
This, fall, returning students were no doubt
surprised to hear about the Spa's move from
its current location in the library to the student
frntdfi. . HDtt uv SjKiiW "**p^asA ,tie *e*w*finjg wtmtta
this move.
Over tne years, in an effort to improve
the library facilities, the college has been removing all
non-library functions from the building.
The President's
office (initially housed in MiUer Library), the bookstore, and most of the faculty offices have been
moved out.
Only the English, Government and History, and Education departments still remain.
Plans to
move the Spa from the library had been made but

Roberts Umon
no date had been set. To this end, the new Pub
was to be enlarged so that when the time came,
it could easily absorb the Spa.
Last spring, due to" the raising of the Maine
state drinking age, and a shortage of funds to finish the Roberts renovation, the date for the Spa's
move was pushed ahead. With a drinking age of
twenty, the Pub could only legally serve forty-five
cumstances, enlarging the existing Pub could not be
justified - unless more services were added.
Therefore , it was decided to move the Spa at this
juncture in time.
Dean Smith is well aware of the tradition
and enormous sentiment surrounding the Spa situation.
He explained that no other college has this
type of facility within their libraries.
Furthermore,
he points out that the inclusion of the Spa/Pub in
Roberts will strengthen its appeal as a student

union and as a "central gathering place". The
library, especially the Spa, because of their excellent locations, have long served as the center of
campus activity.
Dean Smith hopes to shift
student attention to Roberts as a meeting place.
«*
He feels that students will not be affected by the
move because the services and hours will .be the same
John Joseph, owner- of both the Spa and
the Pub, plans to open at 8:00 a.m., as usual, and
remain open until 1:00am.
He will begin serving
beer and wine at 4.
"It will be a big change,"
he says, "but we'll adjust. " Vending machines will
be placed in the present photography closet adjoining
the Spa.
As of now, there are no definite plans
for the room currently occupied by the Spa.
These
final moves are scheduled to be completed by the
beginning of the second semester , when the Roberts
renovation will be completely finished.

Social P robation for KDR and PDT outlined by Deans
by Harvey Cohen
T*wo Colby College fraternities, Kappa Delta
Rho and Phi Delta Theta , have been placed on social
probation by Dean of Students Earl Smith , as discipline for actions taken last spring and this fall,
KDR faces the more serious of the two probations, a one year sentence subject to review at the
end of this sem ester. PDT's offense calls for a negotiable probation , now scheduled to be terminated at the
end of October.
KDR's p robation stems from a mass streaking
incident throughout the campus last spring. The
house and various individuals faced charges which included rampaging dorm s, intimidation, and destruction.
Besides being placed on a one-year probation , individual
members received punishments ranging fr om shorttenn probati on to suspension. These decisions were
reached following a hearing with the Deans. Approximately twenty KDR's stood before the panel , to answer
to the complaints which were issued following the
incident.
In a letter to house president Dan Hoefl e,
Dean Smith indicated that this prob ation forbids any
parties involving non-fraternity members, ns well as the
added stipulation that there can bc no group incidents
of misconduct involving fraternity members cither on
or off the campus during the probationary period.
The case of PDT revolves around a party held
on Friday, Sept. 9, during the Freshmen orientation
period.
Dean Smith warned that the event won 1 '1

in conruct wirn the orientation program for new stu- action to bc taken against them.
In this case, Grimes
dents, and would be cause for placing the fraternity
question the "ultamatum " itself , rather than the enhouse on probation.
He also took the precaution of suing action taken against Phi Delt. Furthermore,
calling the house on the party date , warning against
Grimes cited other parties around campus during
"anything resembling a party " at Phi Delt.
Probation that same weekend, which apparentl y went on without
for PDT means no parties or gatherings in the house
any response from the Dean 's office,
for non-fraternity residents during the probationary ..
Since the time when the initial penalties were
period.
dealt out, Dean Smith has conceded a single freshman
Courtney Grimes, president of PDT, explained
smoker to each KDR and Phi Delt. These smokers
that the fraternity was following a tradition of
will be held before the new Maine state drinking
first weekend parties , and the members of the house age is raised to twenty
did not see a party as being cause for probationary
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6 Nights a Wee k !
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10 Common St.
AN UNCOMM ON PLACE.

/NON. - M E N ' S NI TE - ¦
h app y ho ur

.'
,, ¦,
r
p r i c e s f o r m e n all n ig h t

T l l t S , -L A D I E S ' NITE . ,
h app y hour p r i c e s f o r womenall n ig ht

WED . - COLLEGE

N l T E - h a p p y hour p r i c e s all ni g ht
with colleg e ID
bread ,
D I N N E R S P E C I A L - lasa g na , salad , g a r l i c
g lass of beer or wine-- %2 .7 5

HORS. - V E G E T A R I A N SPECIALall the sala d y c i can ea t t op p e d with cheese , f r e s h mushrooms ,
cro uto ns , h a r d - b o i l e d e g g s - - $j 75
FR/. - I T A L I A N

H O PPY

N I T E - m a n i c o t t i , sa lad , g arlic bre ad ,
with homemade p a s t a
g l a s s of beer or w i n e -- $2.75
H 0UT — every nite f ro m 4- 7.

UP F R O N T f e a t u res Heinek en an d Guin ness

10 Co mmo n St.

on tap .
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Seniors , the next deadlines for applying to
take these exams ate . as follows :
National Teacher 's Exam - Oct.
Gradu fpc: "jt ecord Exam - Nov.
Law School Adn»issl6n Bulletin
Foreign Service Officer Exam Graduate Mana gement Admission
See Career Plannin g Office , LJ
applications.
.

20
9
- Nov. 7
Oct. 21
Test - Oct. 14
110 for

4

forei gn z t v dy
Walker Scholarshi p and Fren ch Government Scholarshi p
Fund Grants are made by the Committee on Forei gn Stud y
and Student Exchange programs. App lication forms can be
obtained from Professor Cauz , 329 Lovejoy, or from Ms.
Kiralis , 205 Eustis , and must be handed in prior to stated
deadlines.
Awards will be made only to students who demonstrate need , as determined by the Financial Aid office.
Subject to demonstrated need students will be selected
on the basis of their academic qualific ations and of the
promise they show to profit from the experience. Competence in the appropriate language is required , the exact
level of which depends upon the program the student under takes .
Preference will be given to students of junior standing,
to students who have not previousl y received a grant , and
(for Walker Grants) to students who have had little or no
experience in living and traveling in Latin America. Freshman are not eligible.
Upon return all students who have received a grant will
be expecte d to file with the Chairman of the Committee
a statement of their accomp lishments and a summary of the
expenses they incurred.
Walker Scholarshi p Grants are availabl e for 1977-1978 , and
for J an Plan Programs , 1978.
Deadline for app lications: October 15. Students must hav e
approved J an Plan in Latin America.
French Government Scholarship Fund
Small amount available for projects related to Fre nch stud ies during the J anuary Program or the summer.

p lan

A- J anuary Program in Germany is being sponsored by
the Depar tment of Modern Forei gn Languag es. The six-weel
program will be spent in Oberndorf , near Munich.
A meeting will be held for interested studen ts tonig ht
at 7 p.m. in Lovejoy 203.
Courses will be offered in G erman language, literature ,
and culture. In addition , there will be various trips , a pot en
tial ski weekend in Austria , "great food, and Munich beer. "
Deadline for registration is October 15. For more information contact Prof. Mclntyre (L322). The cost is
approximately $1,000 , plus spending money.

Career

Counseling Office , LJ llO

random
At the request of one of the college 's favorite staff mem
hers, we are printing tbe words to our alma mater:

Hai l Colby

Hail, Colby, Hail! Thy sons f r om far and near
Stand at thy call, our A Ima Mater dear.
Thy shade d paths recall our steps to gather at thy shrine;
Thy menicried -balls reclaim our hearts 'til all our thoughts
are thine.
Chorus
Hail, Colby Hail! Hail, Colby, Hail!
To thee we lift our hear ts and homage pay;
Our Alma Mater , Hail the Blue and Gray.
Hail, Colby, Hail! We gather, young and old ,
Thy name to cheer, Thy banner to unfold.
Beneath the Blue, beneath the Gray, we meet in joyous .
throng.
Thy Campus green, from wall to wall, re-echoes with our
song.
Chorus Hail, Colby,.Hail! fete.)
Hail, Colby, Hail! We look to thee once more
Light thou our paths , and guide us as of yore.
In days of peace the torch hath flared and led our steps
drigbt;
At war 's grim call thy sons were true and valiant in the
f ight.
Chorus Hail, Colby, Hail! (etc.)

infrn s hipi
There are 60 summer internships offered in
editing and reporting ffom the Newspa per Fund.
Applicants need to send for their own application forms.
As the dead line is Dec. 1,
interested students should come as soon as possible
to the Career Planning Office, LJ ll O for information.
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PREPARE FOR:
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Our oroad range or programs provides an umbrella ol testing know-how thai onablos us f o of lor iho bes t preparation
avai lab le , no mailer which course is lakon. Ovor 30 y ears
of expe rience ) and success. Small classes Voluminous
home study materials. Courses thai arc constantly updated. Permanent conlors open days , o vonrngs & weeken ds all yonr Complole tape facilities (or review o( class
lessons and lor use ol supplementary materials. Mnko-ups
lor missed lessons nt our enrrtnrs.

Fltxibl * Program * A Noun

There IS a difference!!!
For Information Please Call;

25 Huntlnaton Ave.
Barton,MA 02116

Cat holic Services will now be held on Sundays
at 9:45 a.m. in Lorimcr Chapel.

40 Mum ytnret

Tj j

Wanted: a pianist with some skills at
improvisation to accompany Colb y dance classes
for student wages ($2.20/hour).
Call x238 or
x227.
To fellow scouts , ex-scouts , and those who have an
interest in youth leadershi p, greetings. If the wfcrds of
the lines hit home for you , please get in touch with me,
Liz Barrett 873-1563 or box. 62.
"Days of Girl Scouting will f ly away, die away.
Days of true friendship will be memories.
We have lived, we have learned
Let us now teach in turn
So tbe flame we have knidled forever will burn. "
J unior troop -423 will need a leader when I leave
at the end of the semester , but the sooner the better.
We need someone to care for our children ,
ages five and four , on a regular basis.
The job
will normall y entail pickin g them up at approxima tel y
2:30 and being with them until around 5:00. While
we do not care whether th ey are taken home or
kept around Colby, because they will have to be
picked up, a car is essential.
We need someone
for Monday throug h Friday, but will consider
dividing the job among two people if necess ary.
Mary Lou and Sandy Maisel
426-804-5 or
x285

qr tt
The first organiz ational meeting of the
Student Arts Festival will be held Monday
evening, October 3, at 7 p.m. in Bixler 106a.
All are invited .to bring ideas and to find
out what the SAF is all about.
There will be an informal gathering to play
and sing folk mutic sponsored by the Messalonskee Folk Music and Chowder Society on Sunday,
October 2, at 2:00 in the Sturtevant Lounge.
Every
one is welcome to come, even the lowliest beginner
or th e flattest baritone.

Interviewers
Many Graduate Schools are coming to Colby
this fall to interview pros pective studen ts. To sign
up for a rime , and for information , come to the
Career Planning Office, LJ 110.

New World Coalition
The New World Coalition , a club with a progressive political orientation , will hold a meeting on Monday,
Oct. 3, at 7:00 in Woodman Lounge. All interested
students are invited.

Wfttorvlllo . Mp.
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Canters In Major US Cltla 'i Toronto , Puerto Rico end Lugano, Switmlind

Help Wanted: Experienced part-time banquet
waiters/waitresses /bartenders
Apply in Person : John Martin's Manor Rest,
see Rene Turgun

L. TARPIF SjFMLEK

j J Etjj
j 3faf*i%/]4f

) 261-5150
nsi pwparation
tW-M
(817
1
*
^ ^» SPICIAUSTS SINCE 1930
'
Outsldo N,Y. State Only CALL TOLL FREEi 800-2231782

There are some part-time jobs open in the
Waterville area.
See bulletin " board in Career
Planning Office , LJ 110 for job descri ptions.

Silver St. tomorrow night after 6
Silent Woman Betty Piper Dr. Albert Piper
The PACE examination will be given only
twice this year , in J anuary and "April. The app lications will be here sometime in October and the
first deadline for filing them is Nov. 30.

GRANT S

jan

j ob *

Reasonable Prices/Prompt Service
. «M»J5

Conveniently located In the Concourse

sgfr- q itfcws

Welcome back to Colby.••

T*le Co^*8e Committee Structure is the main con> *n# -' student input into the decision making at Colby.
"fe'j l&bf
IComprised ot students, faculty and administration , these
Iconunittees are responsible for providing a forum for its
members to discuss various aspects of college policy and
governance.
Each committee is different in content, purpose, and
of
concentration. For example, students 'on the Adarea
missions Committee may find that they are restricted from
much of the committee's work because the committee
Ivorks primarily with individual applications (protected
by Colby 's right to private policy). Students serving
on the educational policy and administrative committees will iind themselves involved in formulating some
of the most pertinent, relevant, and often , controversial
policy for the college.
An important item to remeber is that -commitee participation provides a multitude of opportunities:
r/,£k} it allows students some sort of voice in the decision
J'l^j ^iaking
it is an process
in
it
educational facet that allows students to
^iM
get involved in the framew ork of the college, working
|
jj with various groups
111) it provides for an informed student body through its
Iepresentative committee m embers
Committee applicants are screened and chosen by
he select Committee Task Force and the Stu-A comn ittee chairperson, pending executive board approval.
If you are interested in any of the immediate open-

Welcome to...

gfiOJ&A lgS
The Store for Men and Boys
Ludy '21

.Pacy '27

Howie '40

For all the " right looks '*
or just for a "kibbitz "
or even to - buy or browse

ings, apply by October 1, 1977. For the normal Januiry to January term, apply by October 9, 1977.

Underground

Immediate openings exist on the following committees
dministrative, admissions, rights and rules, financial aid ,
enior scholars, independent majors, and the computer
:ommittees.
Openings for the normal January to January term
},/„^gcludethe administrative, admissions, athletics, bookstore,
:]||£a»ljiuter, educational policy, library, rights and rules,
f rfyp ior. scholars, financial aid , financial priorities, foreign
tady, independent major s, January program, and certain
ither committees. If you are interested , please
Fill out the application below. Any questions, please
:ontact the Student Association Committee Chairperson,
Sox 1040 Roberts or at ext. 545.
Thank you,
The Committee Task Force

for

your LEVIS
your LEES
your FRYE BOOTS
your PUMAS
your CHINOS
your LORD J EFFS

' for your own satisfaction

COLLEGE COMMITTEE APPLICATION
l t * * * * * * * *« «* * * * * * * * * * * *:** * * * * * *» * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

lame

address

t

phone—

uommittee(s) interested

COME ON DOWN

Reasons

AND SAY

HELL O

/ 4 § M Aapplications to Stu-a Com mittee Chairperson,
j *3t&9fcl040 Roberts
f |t::•:: ¦::•::::•: ^::: ^:»::»» ^:^:^M•::::: ^::•: }::•:K»N» ^:::» ^:^::{K: ¦;KK^:^:
K |i

lost

an d

I

*«

found

fg

Set of keys found near Phi Delt on a colored
ribbon.
Can be claimed at Roberts Desk.

JS*

To get the word on Siglinda or on bee r It
see your Schlitz beer person on campus t |
Ed Ciampa at Tau Delta Phi.

|

BRASS BELL RESTAURANT

w

WAtitVILirS ft $T FUll SWVKt Mtf AURAMT

Italian Menu

***

I^

ycu ,

WHERE EXPERIENCE COUNTS
As k about our free aj mj SSf eCoftW CoUmb
Champion Spark lg 3|«j p
Dliownti

There will be a meeting at 8:30, Thursday,
September 2 9th in Leonard lounge for all those interested in the Bi g Sister/Bi g Brother program. Any
qu estions? Contact Sue Thompson cxt. 565.

!
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Come in and visit our new raquets proshop

_—_— ¦—iiM —>

BERRY'S

JL
W

' Cozy atmosphere

Go od Food

€•**!•*T+9 Out
873-1W

and

our new hocke y proshbp.

Still carry full line of all sporting needs plus hiking boots and day packs.

¦
¦
ART SUPPLIES
74 MAIN STREET

Low Pric es

RUST Y W I N T E R S
spor t s

'

Let's hav e a clap f or 'you-knowwho.

.

$#rvln§ brttkffst tnd hutch
7 4-tyi ¦W"Hh.

Auto Piuls,faints & Marine Supplies

•

I

OPEN UTE FRI. and MT. 2:00 «¦
SUNDAY EVENING 5 pm-10 pm

KENNEDY MEMORIAL DRIVE
OAKLAND

If you have not alread y given you r add ress
lo the Dean 's Office, please do so as soon as
possible.

Th^

Pizza and Italian Grin ders

AUTOPAKIS
, HNQ

To all off campus students;

T HE ODNODURB E

10% disc ount for Colby students.

WATK RVIUJE, MAINE
'
¦

'
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100 Years of the
colb y echo

sin ce 1877

'Lorimer Chapel by Moo nli g ht ' b y Geoff Pa rke r
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